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VICTORIA (CP) - -The  Social 
Credit government used its superior 
numbers to easily obtain approval in~ 
principle early today for a new 
human rights code in .British. 
Columbia. 
The New Democratic Party put up 
a relatively.short and spirited op- 
position even though a planned 
massive protest rally outside the 
legislature fizzled in the drizzle after • 
only,two days. '* . . . 
Only 75 p~e took part in what • 
was to be a massive f0ur.day anti- 
government, protest, by represen- 
tatives of women's groups, visible 
minorities, gay  and lesbian corn- 
mun i t lea ,  labor, and tenants' 
organizations ~md senior citizens' 
groups. • 
The legislature gave second 
i 
i 
t , : : , .  , , , - , - .  , , . ,  . _ ,,- , . . . . : , .  . . . . . .  '1  ; : • 
reading to the human rights act on a ,,. ,:brunch an~d .;,the~;Hum~.. :<RI~., 
• vote of a.9. social Credit holds 35 of/. "commlsstun aild 'reduces tl~es lor 
the 57 seats in the;two-party house2,.':i'vlolat~ra. " I t  ' al~." ~t~,  the 
TbeNDPsought to delay ,l~sage....:- Human Riglitk 'codei i"' : '{ 
of the bill by having the government. ' *'It's one of the saddest d~ys for 
pull it for six months; but after two British Celumbla," said Solidarity 
daysotdebate the motion failed on a Coalition" spokesman • • ~enate 
vote of 21-9 during an unusual - -  for Shearer... ~, 
thissosston -- late night sitting of . . Sheeaidpassage ofthebill i'takes 
the leglslature.. .  - -: us back to the stage where we .'~e lost 
all the rigl!ta that have beep ~ained 
'~e,  night sitting, which ended at the last number ofyeers'.;~ ~' .,~. ; 
t:lS a,m. today, prompted several. 
bppsslflon members to accuse 'the . " :'"'!" " ' T~Us tsthe govemmen{9'.;~ond 
government of trying to. ram the. attempt at human rightsr,~,ation. 
legislation through before the PUblic The 'earlier bill, anR, i~'~thers 
has a chance to understand what it presented by the gnvern~'~t last 
,mtatin. 
REWRITES CODE-  
The  bill creates a-human rights 
council appointed by the provincial 
.cabinet, 'seraps. the human rights 
Ju ly prompted a masolVe~utery 
headed by' the Solidarity Coalition, 
the hroadiy-basod erganizatlen of 
groups opposed to the l~t ion . .  
It resulted in a two-week .~ .e  by 
f 
.. i: .. 
sins? 'appro  vs l  ' i n  ' :: ...... :p r inc ip le '  .... * * 
governmest ~mpinyeen that nearly 
mushroomed into a general Strike. 
The latest bill contains many of 
the same features found in 'the 
earlier bill though Labor Minister 
Bob McCleilandsaid it'was drafted 
after getting input from interested 
groups and consultation from an 
• advisory committee. 
Shearer said the changes made by 
the government to the bill wdre 
7 cosmetic "but there's no process for 
anybody to make a complaint, 
there's no aeceas for people to have 
protection. 
"It's very very sad, and I think 
what we've seen in the chamber, 
with people sitting and Joking, you 
can tell that the:legislatinn and 
everything it Stands for and 
prote~tien for people is Just a joke 
for the Social Credit party." 
She said the fight is far from over 
though she did net know what 'action 
Solidarity would he taking. 
SHOW INTENT 
Criticism has centred around the 
fact that a person nowwill have to 
prove there was intent to 
discriminate; and on.the limination 
of  the "reasonable cause" provision 
in the old' legislation that provided 
protection for those categories not 
specifically named. 
Gays and los~lnns ay elimination 
of  the reasonable cause clause 
means they no longer are protected. 
McClellnnd said the bill will be 
t.banged .to clarify the intent' 
provisions of the bill.. 
He said It never was meant hat 
itant would have to he proved, and "I 
am'prepared to accept an amend- 
ment that will daa lwi th  that 
problem." 
Speaking against he 6111, labe~ 
critic Colin Gablemann said there is 
a flaw in the legislation in that the 
new council would he responsible to 
the labor minister instead of to the 
legislature as is the case with the 
anditer general and the om-~ 
budsman. 
He also complained that there is 
no provision for staff to police 
human rights, and said it is like 
enacting the Criminal Code but not 
hiring any police officers or setting 
speed limits and not hiring traffic 
officers. 
Gahelmunn suggested there is n~ 
provision for enforcement beeau~." 
the government does not believe the 
code should be enforced. 
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by  RALPH RESCHKE 
. HeraM Staff Writer 
TERRACE-- Summer is almost upun us, the time 
of year when Terrace begins gearing up ~fur it's 
Riverboat Days festival and other summer holiday 
activities. . 
But for Christine Timmerman, summer means the 
end of her year as Miss Terrace, a yenr of being the 
city's goodwill, ambassador when the mayor 's  :~. 
schedule prevented him from attending dvicevents ~" 
or inter-city functions,. :' 
She attended the:opening of the Northern B.C, 
Wintdr Games, ~ year, sl~oke on behalf of Ten!ace 
and accepted an award for Terraco's partidpaflon i
the p~vipus,ye.ar., s ~a.,l, n es.• v ;, ... ,, ,. "" . , : ,~ , : ,  ,% . . . .  ~ 
peUtion.3 After hearing about he ~t~'she'.deelded 
' to"l~t l i~name in,the race;~ ". ...... '. 
Itwas the last night forcotiteatanis to eate r so she 
had to find a .sponsor vex~y quickly. 
• AS it turned out, her father is a member of the 
Kinsmen and they happened to have a meeting that 
evening. 
The matter was brought up, and because the 
Kinsmen had thought about having a representative 
tin the Miss Terrace contest earlier, they agreed to. 
/ 
i 
Although the 12 girin who entered idn't know it,. 
they were being Judged all the time, even during the " 
workshops and rightup to the final night, when a 
decision was. made. ' 
"The worst part of the final night was gelling up in 
front of the audience and talking about he question 
the judges asked us," she said. 
She explained that the day before the final judging, 
the girls were given a list of questions, of which they 
had to choose one to study, for, but the anxious 
moments came because they didn't know for certain 
which question would he asked of them..  
On the final night when a new Miss Terrace Was to 
be decided, she really didn't expect to bear her name 
called, so It was to her great surprise ~at the master 
• Christine Tirnmerman 
of ceremonies declared Christine Timmerman Miss 
Terrace for 1983. 
It was then that She began to wonder if she could 
live up to the expectations that would be placed on her 
as Miss Terrace. sponsor Christine. • • 
From there Christine spent he next month going ' Christine says the last year has been a really in- 
through workshops dealing with hygiene, etiquette, teresting experience for her, meeting with people and 
workshop.hair and makeup, sessions, as well as. a modelling . .attending~ally enjoyedPUblicitYdoing.eVents" "It's something. . llve. 
The girls attended varto~s banquets and also the kTerraceresident forover 15 years, Christine has 
July I wade  in KiUmaL ; no immediate plans to meve but she would like tb 
travel and dee the world. She will be going to Europe 
in September for h holiday in Germany,, 
"She graduated from Caledonia in 1982 and attended 
a 10-month dental assistants' course at Northwest 
Community College. ' 
Christine is very involved with her; co~tehing 
position in the Terrace Peaks Gymnastics .Club, 
enjoys, reading a~! rng-hcoking andhas played.the 
flute for the last five years. 
As Miss Terrace, Christine will be part of the 
pageant committee this year, offering tips to the new 
contestants. 
She offers this advice to those wishing to enter the 
contest, "Don't get carried away, just enjoy the 
experience and stay natural, ''~ 
Civil rights group says agency 
'couM spy on a/moSt anyone' 
anyone or anything, Whiteside said, 
But the Czechoslovak National 
Association of Canada later told the 
committee the legislation strikes a 
delicate balance between national 
securlty and individual rightS. 
The association recommended the 
.security agency be given additional 
powers toinvestignte those who seek 
to overthrow the government 
through peaceful means such as- 
communism. 
• But the civil rights group said the 
powers of the new agency are so 
OTTAWA (CP) --  The'govern- 
ment's controversial national 
security legislation is "an affront o 
Canadians" and should be With- 
drawn, the Canadian Rights and 
Liberties Federation said Thursday. 
The legislation creating a civilian 
security agency is no flawed it could 
not simply be amended, the 
federation of 11 regional civil rights 
groups told the Commons .J~tice 
c o m m i t t e e . .  
Federation presider ~ ' Don 
Whiteside said he would profer to 
live With the present RCMP'securlty awesome that individual privacy 
service, which operates 'under will no longer be protected. 
cabinet orders'.:, rathm' i' than WhiteMde. also said the legislation 
legislation and has no external makes no raferenee to the govern- 
review. , :,7 ment's nltra-saeret eavesdropping 
The mandate o f  the p,ropeaed agmey, the  Communications 
Canadian Security. Intelligence. SeeurityEatabllslunent. 
.Service is so broad and ambiguous.. - ~everal oppssitiun MPs have said 
that the service could spy on almost they will propose an amendment 
! /r i i I i 
, , WHY BUY NEW?. • 
WHEN USEDWlLI. DO! 
Do you want parts to fix up your car but your budget 
won't allow It? Beat the high cost of new parts with 
quality used parts from 
bringing the agency under control of 
the external review committee that 
will monitor Operations of the 
security service. 
The MPs fear the eavesdropping 
agency will be asked to conduct 
investigations that would be beyond 
the scope of the security service. 
As the committee hearings got 
under way, a coalition of civil 
libertarians and church leaders 
emerged isappointed from a one- 
hour m.neting with Solicitor General 
Robert Kaplan. 
The group made an unsuccessful 
bid to curb powers of the new 
civilian agency to ' deal with 
domestic threats to security. 
Domestic threats ~ are easontially 
criminal in nature and could be 
handled by existing police forces, 
they said. 
Alan Sorovoy, general counsel for 
the Canadian Civil Liberties 
Association, said the hill gives the 
spy agency the same powers to 
investigate law-abiding Canadian 
dissenters and Soviet spies. 
Kaplan said after the meeting that 
the government considered making' 
a distinction between foreign and 
domestic threats but decided It 
would be unworkable. Kaplan did 
not rule out the possibility Of an 
ahlendment, but said he'd like to 
hear the reaction from the justice 
committee. 
S.K.B. AUTO SALVAGE 
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Commission may not hear 
of wrongful charges 
'TORONTO ((~)* - -  Allegations 
against police i officers and Crown 
' attorneys that theywrongly charged 
and prosecuted.' nurse" Susan Nelles 
with ".murdering Tour bshles at 
Toronto% Hospital for Sick Children 
may not be 'able to be heard by a 
royal commission investigating 36 
• mysterious' baby deaths a t  the 
hospital. . 
• Mr. Justice Samuel Grange, head 
"rOt the commission, raised the 
.: question Thursday after he decided 
not to appeal an Ontario Court of 
::Appeal ruling, that prevents him 
that he cannot bring ~.wn any 
finding of criminal or civil liability 
against any individual in his. final 
• report, . . . .  .raises the' question of 
whether he can "reCeive vidence or 
submissions or ~report o~ the 
propriety or 0thCmvise of the Con- 
duet of any pers0n in the course of 
the inveatigatipn and prosecution. 
"To cite only one example, this 
might .encompass anything that 
tends t6 ~show either negligence or 
malice or the lack of It on the*part of 
• the attorney general or his servants, 
Crown co anzei or of the police, who 
on why policecharged NeHes in 
March 1981 With murdering four 
babies at the hospital, Within five 
days of beginning their investigation 
into the deaths. 
Nelles was.discharged Onall four 
counts in May 1962 after a 
preliminary hearing found lack of 
evidence to p.rnc.eed .to trial. 
. At Thursday's heerlag, the 
mystery deepened about what was 
in two ampules of medication given 
to baby Justin Cook shortly before 
he died of what medical in- *:from naming anyone in his final 
report he believes rea~nslble foi'~ are being sued in a pending action by . vestigators believe, was a massive 
the deathS. " ' Susan Nelles," he said..  , overdose of digoxin. 
An anneal to the Suureme Court of " Grange will hear submissiosa.on . . . . . .  ~.. " . . 
Canadawouldias'tlo~ past he date ~e issue nexLWednesday, *. " .'. ; Nurse Pa~ela Palmer, whowasa 
hepladsto~bmithl~,~port!6n;the~, , i';:~::~'...~:.,::. . i;ii~}'ii: . '  ..... ' ,  , . re l le fadtae .~ardtacwardthe  
d~tba, he ~oid. . . . . . . . . .  "': DIRECT IMPACT *. ' ..... : :", ........... nig~itt~l~Sy:al~i a M'm~ ~,1~i  
• ', . , ., }'. ,*:.:':';~. .i;',e ~ .  "subml~i0ns end his --~idshecouldn'ot~memberwhat 
. Grange introduced d new tWist to . daetM0n on the'matter will have a:  was the two iunpules he placed 
the commission's procedures by direct impact en the conduct of on the baby's bed before She left the 
suggesting the'Appeal Court ruling phase two o f  the commission's hospital the night of March 21. 
• on ',naming names" may go beyond inquiry, which Will examine the She said the ampules were filled 
those who might be implicated in the police investigation of the deaths. With a drug by a nvrse on the cardiac 
deaths. The commission is expected to ward and the medication was ap- 
He said the Appeal Court decision, start hearing evidence in early June proved by a doctor. 
Tumultuous welcome given Pope 
KWANGJU, South Korea (Ap) - -  
With a strong call for forgiveness 
and reconciliation, Pope John Paul 
brought his Asian pilgrimage to a 
tumultuous: welcome today in this 
southern city that was the scene of a 
bloody anti.government ,uprising in 
1980. 
"I am keenly aware of the deep 
wounds that .pain your hearts and. 
souls from personal experiences and 
from recent ragedies," the pontiff 
said I~o more than 65,000 people 
packing ~'e municipal stadium. . 
In a clear reference to the riot, 
which officials said left 189 dead but 
dissidents claimed "cost hundreds 
more lives, John Paul. said sach 
tragedies "are difficult to overcome 
from a merely human point of view, 
• especially for those of you from 
Kwangju." 
Speaking in English, the Pope said 
: that being Christian means to "keep 
yourselves free.. ,  from hatred and' 
rancor. It means being reconciled to 
one another end to' God in 
fergiveness and love." 
South Korea's Roman Catholic 
bishops proclaimed today a day of 
reconciliation -- the basic theme of 
the Pope's visit --  and urged 
Catholics to work for peace and 
skeena Val ley Rebekahs, Lodge No.68, 
made a $500 donation to the Terracevlew 
Lodge Society for furnishings to give the 
lodge a cozier atmosphere. From left to 
r ight  are: Denny Beaudin, Terracevlew 
admin is t rator ,  Norman King,  president, 
harmony, broke out as the white-robed pontiff 
Repeated shouts of "Mansei!" entered the stadium standing on a 
(Long Life) and "Viva Papa!" bulletproof "Popemobile." 
i 
Medical centre set 
for New Aiyansh 
VICTORIA--Health Minister, laboratory and treatment scr- 
Jim Nielsen announced today 
that the Treasury Board has 
approved the construction Ofthe 
New Aiyamh Community Health 
Center in northern B.C. 
The new center, expected to be 
built by 1966, will serve the 1,600 
residents of :the Naso Valley 
which is 75 km (46 miles) via 
logging road from the nearest 
hospital at Terrace. 
• Communities to be served 
include New Alyansh, Canyon 
City, Greenville, and Klncolith. 
As well, the center will serve 
logging operations at Ness Camp 
and Kseaden Camp. 
The center lsunique in that it 
will house both federal and 
provincial services. Previnelal 
services will include a doctor's 
office, a diagnostic and treat- 
ment center with basic X-ray, 
vices, holding beds, and an 
ambulance station. 
Federal "services will include 
dental facilities, preventive 
health services, and  health 
~ucation. 
B.C. will fund 60 per cent of the 
construction costs of the ap- 
proved iagnostic and treatment 
areas with the federal govern- 
merit and the Kitimat-Stikine 
Regional Hospital District 
providing the remaining 40 per 
cent. 
Cost of. this portion of the 
project is estimated at $TtS,000. 
A project building committee 
representing the community, the 
federal government, the regional 
hospital district and the 
provincial government will be 
responsible for planning and 
building the project. 
i i i  i 
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Terracevlew Lodge $oclety, Mur le l  Mich le l  
president, Skeena Val ley Rebehah's, Lodge 
No.6g, Gladys Ol iver,  secretary, Lodge 
No.68 and Ai leen Frank  treasure, Lodge 
No.68. 
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Just to clarify two matters 
Francois Mitterrend said, "a 
collective error" in judgment. No 
one, including the top economists for 
the European Economic Com- 
munity, realized how bad the 
recession would ge.t. 
Frunce's Socialist leader was 
responding at a news conference toa 
pointed question about a rosy" 
forecast he made in 1978 on the 
future of the French steel industry. 
He hnd Just wrapped up an ex- 
planation of why in April 1984 his 
government planned to slash 25,000 
jobs from that same industry. 
It was an embarrassing question 
for Mltterra.nd, who rode to power in 
1981 on a promise to increase the 
labor force, not reduce it. His unease 
is shared throughout •most of 
Western Europe, where thousands of' 
jobs have been or are being cut in 
steel, coal mining, automaking, 
shipbuilding and elsewhere. 
Netherlands, is all but .finished 
there. In Denmark, the shipyard 
labor force was cut in half between 
1975 and 1983. 
Italy's privately owned Fiat 
carmaker is looking confidently 
toward a profitable 1984 now that it 
produces the same number of cars 
with 40,000 fewer workers. 
As the jobs disappear, the serial 
problems of .widespread unem- 
plnyment intensify. . 
At .the nd of January, there Were 
an estimated 12.9 million unem. 
ployed in the 10-nation European 
Economic Community, or Common 
Market. That represented about 11 
par cent of tile work force and an 
increase of 600,000 over 1982.. 
The overall Common Market 
economic ' growth for 1984 is 
projected to be about two per "cent, 
an improvement over the 0.8 par 
cent of last year, but still not enough 
The old, laber-intensive to break the unemploymeat logjam. 
"smokestack industries" cannot . .PAID TO GO 
compete with cheap labor from the Instead of importing labor, from 
developing world or with new the Third World~ as they did in the 
automated plants in Japan. boom years" Of the 1960s, some 




,emal!-party Commons committee has recom- 
mended that compensation should be paid to 
members of the Japanese Canadian community, 
who were resettled in the B.C. interlorand.whose 
property was confiscated when Japun sat off on its 
aggressive plan of conquest in the Second World 
War. 
That many individuals uffered an injustice is not 
at Issue. To suggest that the gathering up of these 
people was a racisf blot on Canada's history is 
nonsense .  
In the context of the times, It was an entirely 
reasonable precaution for the. Cominlon govers- 
meat o take. • 
After all, If the Canadian government felt suffi-. 
'ctently attached to its British connections to enter 
two world wars prompUy on the British behalf, why 
should it  assume that ikuch strong ben~ to 
homeland id not exist for the generally tradition- 
minded Japanese Canadlaus? 
Furthermore, the treacherous attack on Pearl 
Harbor and the horrifying record of atrocities corn: .... 
mitted by the troops of the emperor In their invasion •' 
of China in 1938 had contributed to a nervous ap- 
prehension about he poorly defended state of the 
west coast. 
We were wide open to Sa~tage.' We were wide 
open to attack, we were wide open to anything. It 
was a chance that he government could not take. 
If it still sounds like racism, keep in mind that for 
a few years there during the early 1940s, it wasn't 
very wise to admit to being Germ  ? t? Uon  
however white your skin. A he,uva lot ox goou peo- 
ple suddenly seemed to come from Austria. 
Once again, Canada's White Anglo Saxon Pro- 
testsnts are being asked to shoulder a burden of 
guilt that they don't need to. Who stands ingain, 
(apart from Japanese-Canadians) i  a good topic 
for speculation. 
War is fundamentally unjust. The innocent get 
hurt along with the protagonists. If we right this 
wrong, there are thousands more who Sufferedin 
the war who will never eceive any compensation. 
How do you compensate a mother for a child lost in 
the blitz or a husband rowned after a torpedo at- 
tack? 
Of course there is no way. But here we have an 
~fortunats and long standing Injustice, which it is 
within our power to rectify, should we nst do se? 
If that is tho will of Parliament, so be it. 
I Just hope that one of our MPs has enough sense 
of fair play to amend the motion to require the 
Canadian government tomake claims to Japan on 
behalf of the thousands of Canadian troops who 
were brutalized, abused, casually tortured and 
summarily executed by the Japanese after the fall 
of Hong Kong. 
If the amount of compensation paid is governed 
by the amount of suffering endured, the Canadian 
government s ands to make a musslve profit. 
concerning your pictures and 
story concerning "our Human 
Servlc~ Worker (H.S.W.) 
Program graduation ceremony. 
Your picture conveyed that all 
those photographed were 
students. Please note that 
Candace Barker chairs the ad- 
visory committee o f  our 
program; Paul Sneed is head of 
the academic division and 
Francis Sabine is a counsellor at 
the college; Sara Collinson is an 
instructor in the program; Andre 
Klingner is a psychology in- 
structor at the college. Contrary 
to the impression of your story, 
these people are employed and it 
has been rumoured that they are 
also workingl 
The last item to correct is that 
your story implied that our 
graduates were qualified social 
workers. This is incorrect. Our 
students work under the 
supervision of a social worker. 
Qualified social workers have 
university degrees, either a' 
B.S.W. or an M.S.W. 
Sincerely, 
J. Muller, Coordinator 
governments are offering to pay 
REALITY HURTS immigrant workers to go home. Sagging dollar a lesser evil Modern Industrial reality has In F ce; the sentiment hat 
crashed own hard on Europa where immigrants are taking Jobs frem 
government" subsidies for  ailing . Frenchmen has deepened, racial r " . ' 
industries and gilt-edged job tensions and led to a resurgence of Canadians hould put up with the spacmate the purchase price would ago, but growth continues to slide 
security have long been the rule, the xenophobic extreme right. 
where it is often politically unac- In West Germuny's Rana district, 
ceptable to fire excess workers. Europe's largest concentration of 
heavy industry, the population has 
Europa, still struggling to emerge declined by 200,000 in the last seven 
from its slump, can no longer afford years, largely because of recession 
to pour money into failing in the world steel market. 
businesses. Private and nationalized 
industries are contracting, merging, 
modernizing, automating and in 
some cases disappearing. 
British coal miners, who have 
seen their numbers dwindle by 
50,000 since 1973, struck March 12 
over plans to lay off 28,000 more 
minei~ and close 21 unprofitable 
mines. 
"The problem is tragically sim- 
ple," says Britislf Coal Board 
chairman Ian MacGregor. "We're 
producing too much coal too ex- 
pensively." 
- MacGregor used to oversee the 
equally troubled nationalized British 
steel industry, which today has 
71,500 workers, compared with 
166,400 four years ago. 
"Words can't point he situation as 
black as R really is," said Juergen 
Gramke, director of the district's 
community federation. 
In countries where free-market 
forces are most powerful, as in West 
Germany, labor cutbacks have often 
been made piecemeal as specific 
industries came under pressure 
from international competition. In 
France, with Its high percentage of
nationalized industry and its layers 
of social security legislation, the 
"restructuring" is being done in one 
large pnsh. 
Governments are trying to 
cushion the blow with plans to lower" 
the early retirement age, encourage 
additional Lqvestment and retrain 
workers for the hopad-for jobs of the 
inconvenience of a sagging dollar be between $25 million and t% from big gains reported earlier this 
because the ouly.alteruative is million, year. 
• ah~other reund ofCrippling interest CDC HOLDS MOST Sales growth in the industry, 
rate Increases, the chtef.economist . The Canada Development Corp., • which has been leading the 
of the Conference Board of Canada with a 25-per.cont interest, is the economic recovery, has been 
said Thursday. leading shareholder in Innccun, 
Thomas MaxWell gave that followed by Innocun's management 
m~msage at a beard conference in group and the Air Canada pension 
Toronto. .'., fund, so the national airline would 
Meanwhile the Canadian dollar, still have a piece of Nordair if the 
strengthened bythe rise in the trend. 
setting Bank of Canada rate, rose 
two-fifths of a cent to close at 77.67 
coats U.S. ~belcontral bank rate 
increased to ll.13par cent from 10.86 
per cent last week and now is at its 
highest level since December 1982. 
• Maxwell said Canadians hould 
ride out the dollar's current woe~ 
because the Canadian economy 
couldn't withstand the high interest 
rates that would be necessary to 
defend the currency. 
"Would you like a 16-per-cent 
mortgage and an 80-cent dollar or a 
H-per-cent mortgage and a 78-cent 
dollar?" he said. 
Innocun offer is accepted. 
The: Canada Development Corp. 
was created by the federal govern- 
meat which retains 48 par cent of its 
shares. 
• Meantime, Canada's domestic 
automakero reported sales for April 
were up 12 per cent from one year 
dropping since March's 24-per-cent 
gain and February's 67-per-trot 
rise. 
Chrysler Canada Ltd. reported Its 
hlghest April sales in five years, but 
Ford of Canada Ltd. achieved the 
greatest increase as deliveries rose 
59 per cent over April 1983, followed 
by Chrysler with 34 per cent and 
American Motors (Canada) Inc. 
with five per cent. Sales of General 
Motors of Canada Ltd. fell 11 per 
cent. 
Schoo ls ,  bus inesses ,  
a new partnersh,p 
H.S.W.Program SHIPYARDS SINK "new industrial revolution" in Also. on interest rates, the 
, Shipbuilding, once the Industrial computers and electronics, chairn~un of the Bank of Montreal 
f Losses  for Thatcher  s ........... - . . . .  ' Tor ies ,  ,~: deficit threatens to, rekindie rising ' interest rates andtie Ottawa's hands ' . , . 
LONDON (AP) -- Prime Minister legislators, the Conservatives only Kinnock has tried to trim the 
/:.Margaret Thatcher celebrated her 
fifth anniversary in power today, but 
:her Conservativ~ party suffered 
i~heavy defeats as the Labor party 
i~ staged its biggest comeback in local 
:ielectious since she was took office. 
i~ The Conservatives lost control of 
i14 towns and cities, including the 
i~central England industrial 
:~metropnlis, Birmingham, in 
i~alloting Thursday. 
i!-The Tories were battered by the 
;~centrist Social Democratic-Liberal 
!: pa~y alliance as well as the socialist 
i!Labor party in what was seen as the 
i!most significant test of political 
:;sentiment since Thatcher won a 
i!second five-year term by a landslide 
iiin general elections last June. 
~i "It's bad, but not disastrous," said 
~;Health Secretary Norman Fowler as 
!~results poured in early today from 
~ithe balloting for 218 local authorities 
::and three parlismentary byelcc- 
i!tions. 
ii In the three parliamentary 
!ibyelections, caused by the deaths of 
narrowly held their b@stions of 
South-West Surrey'and Stafford, 
while Labor firmly retained the 
socialist stronghold of Cynon Valley. 
A BBC computer analysis of the 
overall results showed a nine-par- 
cent swing to Labor, largely at, 
Conservative expense, since 
Thatcher won with 42.4 per cent of 
the vote last June. 
• LOST SEATS 
With results in from 192 districts 
still comparable - - boundaries have 
'changed in. others -- the Con- 
servatives lost. 266" local seats, 
nearly twice their 135 gains. Labor 
' had 182 gains and 137 louses, while 
the alliance, doing well in rural 
towns, had 203 gains and 62 losses. 
Labor's strong showing in the 
local elections urpassed the party's 
revival in opinion poll ratings under 
its eloquent new leader, Neff Kin- 
sock. Labor is running in the polls at 
around 36 par cent, four to six points 
behind the Conservatives, with the 
alliance at 20 per cent. 
Labor's party's radical platform 
' and internal fighting which led to its 
worst election defeat of modern 
times. 
Conservative managers blamed 
thedefeats on the governing party's 
vulnerability to protest votes after a 
big general election win. 
As Thatcher marked her fifth 
anniversary as Etwope's .first 
woman prime minister, an an. 
nivereary .poll published in the 
Uberal Observer newspaper said 
most British voters regard her as 
dictatorial, uncaring and too right- 
wing. To the East bloc, She is known 
as the Iron Lady -- a nickname she 
says she enjoys. 
Despite the complaints expressed 
in the poll, 61 per cent of a 998-voter 
sample questioned by Harris 
Research Centre said she was doing 
"well" or "fairly well.~ j 
Thatcher, 58, must call the next 
national election by June 19~8, but 
can call it early. She announced last 
weekend that she still aims to be 
prime minister in 1990. 
in managing the economy, 
SWALLOWS FUNDS 
William Mulbolland said the 
federal government is spending so 
much money to merely pay off the 
interest on its debt •that it will have 
little money left to do anything else. 
In addition, the government's ap- 
petite for borrowing will crowd university presidents from seven 
business out .of capital markets.,  provinces are meeting privately this 
That will mean slow growth in week to discuss bridging differences 
business investment, which Canada 
needs to provide jobs and boost 
productivity. 
J In another development, Nordair 
president Jean Douville said he 
prefers a purchase offer by hmccan 
Inc. over a bid by Air Ontario, 
saying he would like control of the 
regional airline to remain in Mon- 
t rea l . ,  
~Air ontario; a thtrd-level airline 
based, in London, oat,, made an 
undisclosed cash offer Tuesday for 
Air Canada's 86.4-per.cost' ake in 
the regional carrier. Innooun, based 
in Montreal, announced last month it 
was interested in buying Nordalr, 
Ncltbei" offer has been made 
public., al~ough Industry sources 
iNorthwest Territories: Facing a split 
The thorny question of a boundary also remains 
unresolved. 
A boundary that excludes the resoures-rich 
Beaufort area won't be acceptable toeither aide. 
Besides their eagerness for the tax base, both 
Nunavut and the Western Constitutional Forum. 
want the Inult. 
The west needs the 2,500 coastal people to make 
up.a native majority and to ensure the white 
population of Yellowknife and the west do not 
undermine native aepir.aflons. 
Nanavut wants' all the Inult living in sea 
communities to the far east and west to stick 
together to 8unrantoe their survival as a .people. 
In the plebiscite two years ngo,'a high voter 
turnout in the Eastern Arctic resulted in an 
overwhelmingly favorable vote. In the west, 
division wan a less popular prospect, with some 
communities voting against it/ The vote wan 
carried by a tiny majority. 
Patterson concedes the p~ple of the west are, 
not going to be unqUesfioningly sold "a bill Of 
goods from the east." 
"In the east ,  it was  a love- in,"  
SACHS HARBOUR, N.W.T. (CP) --  Martha 
:iKudlak sipped thoughtfully from a cup of 
Twimngs Irish breakfast en in the gleaming 
kitchen of her sister's bungalow. In a few 
minutes, she would have to bundle up in her parka 
"and climb an icy hill to attend a meeting at the 
: community hall. 
:' But at the moment, Kudlak was oblivious to the 
bitter wind howling in from the Beaufort Sea. Hei" 
~mind was on politics. . • 
.:.' "Why do they want to divide up the Northwost 
~Territorien?" she asked. 
She is afraid that if the N.W.T. is split, Inult will 
: be pitted against Dene and Metis, poisoning long 
! friendships. 
Kudlak, a middle-aged Inult with a soft voicb 
: and easy smile, has lived her life in tiny hunting 
~and trapping villages above the tree-llne in the 
.:.Western Arctic. 
~aHE 18 NERVOUS 
: She is not used to speaking to crowds and ib 
inervons at the prospect of addressing the 
~pallflcians who have come to persuade the 150 
iresidents here to join their Inult cousins in the 
: Eastern Arctic if the territories are divided into 
"two political regions. 
i But when the meeting began, Kudiak was the 
:!first to speak. She begun in English, then swlt: 
'iched to Inuvialuktun, the dialect spoken in. the 
: west hat is barely understood by Inult in the eant~. •
! The Nunavut Constitutional Forum, a six- 
i member group that includes Peter lttinunr, 
: Liberal member of Parliament for Nunatztag, 
i; and members ofthe region's legislative assembly' 
and native organizations, was quick to 'assure 
~iKudlak her fears were unfounded. 
ii Chairman Dennis Patterson suggested, "wtih 
' all due respect", that divislon of the territories i
i a foregone conclusion. He pointed out that a 
:iplebiseite two years ago showed most favoi' 
:division because the area -- covering a third of 
• Cannda -- is simply too large to govern. : But Patterson, the territories ~ education 
minister, says details must be Vague at this early The question facing Kudiak and the other  stage. , . 
people living in the six Western Arctic cem~ , 
munities visited by the Nunsvut group is whether "In n way, we can't win," Patterson said. "If 
they will join the Western Constitutional Forum 
or go with Nunavut --  Inuktitut for "our land" -- we present Nunavut as a fait accompli.., people 
to the east. ' will accuse us of  saying, 'Here's yot~ new 
. . . . . . .  government, take it er leave it., But ff we present 
Throughout a gruelling five-day tour that took it as principles on paper, they'll say itIs too 
the forum's chartered plane to as many as three vague.", . 
communities in one day, Nunavut's members ' , 
based their sales pitch on ethnic lines, appealing QUESTION BORDER ' 
f ig  to  ht recessnon 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Canada's 
universities and largest cor- 
porations are forging a new port- 
nership to fight the impact of 
government restraint ,and the 
economic recession. 
A group of 28 chief executive of. 
ficors from some of the country's 
most powerful corporations and 25 
, - , . ?  
chairman of the group, said the  
economy and technological ad- 
vances forced the collaboration. 
In the future are efforts to share 
research and training resources to 
ensure Canada retains its place i~ 
the international economy. 
A report prepared for the meetins 
says restraint has left universltie~ 
feeling they can't rely on govern. 
meat to sustain them. 
Corporations are responsible fm 
to Inult to stick together. 
Speakers to the forum meetings 
asked tough questions about the distdhution of. 
resources, a proposal in make Inuit languages 
official and a three-year residency requirement. 
They suspect he .residency clause, designed to 
keep transient southerners from shaping 
development, could prohibit from voting those 
natives who have left to further their education or 
careers. 
Roger Gruhen, a Tuktoyaktuk businessman, 
fears that making Inuvialuktun and Inuktitul 
official anguages will put young people who know 
only a few words of their native tongue at 
disadvantage in the workplace. ,. 
WANT8 BENEFIT " 
He is determined that Tuktoyaktuk, which i~ 
plagued by alcoholism, gambling and Sulefdes 
'despite the high wages its residents earn op 
drilling r ip  in the Beaufort Sea, will benefit from 
off-shore resources. 
"Is It a dream I foster that we in this area wi0 
one day have the final say as to where th~se 
resources go and who will benefit from these 
resources?" Gruben asked. . : 
Lea Carpenter of Sachs Harbour criticizes the 
Nunavut forum for being long on promises and 
short on details. 
that have kept hem aport for almost 
two decades. ~' 
Universities pushed private en- 
.terprise off campuses in the 1960s, 
fear ing their freedom to pursue 
knowledge would be compromised 
by catering to business. 
But the Corporate-Higher 
Education Forum chairman Lloyd 
Barber says academics and 
businessmen can not afford to stay 
' in  their own worlds. 
CITE8 STAKES 
Barber, also president of the 
University of Regina, said in an 
interview "the future of the country 
is at stake and the leadership from 
both business and the university 
recognize that. 
Allan Taylor, president of The 
Royal Bank of Canada and vice. 
56  par .cent of research us{ 
development, compared with 39 pal 
cent in 1973. While universities at/ 
responsible for only 19 par cent oJ 
the research and development, 6
drop from 25 per conti n 1973. 
The report said corporatiom 
wanting to hone their competitive 
edge need access to new knowledge 
products, processes and services 
The universities may fill that 
need. But there are h.urdles, mainb 
the gap in traditional parspcctivee 
between the two groups, 
Corporations are concerned wit~ 
profit and aim research toward the 
commercialization of new or ira. 
proved products and universities are 
more concerned with the ad. 
vancement of knowledge and lem 
about he commercial spects. 
HIRNAN 
I 
"1 th ink  the  h igh l ight  o f  my, :  ' 
p ro fess iona l  career  is  knowing  
I he lped  someohe l i ke  You . "  
. . . .  ", ~ ' .  " . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  ~ ' * . '> ' "  . i ,  ~ . . . .  .':: i " . '  / ":::~i.'~.. ' '  : '  . . . . . . . .  /:~' " '  :" '""~'""~ 
, Artistic extravaganza ahead 
TERRACE-- HOW. would 
you like to own a piece of 
Egyptian history, or wear 
a failing stararound your : 
neck, or perhaps:have an 
appendage from a sea 
, creature hanging off your 
ear? 
No? Well how about 
rings made from ivory, or 
a necklace of handmade 
silver ohain Combined with 
Australian jasper. 
Still not interested? 
Then maybe you'd rather 
lock at the whale's tooth 
;vow scrimshaw, ,or 
spangles and bangles 
made of a lmost  pure 
silver. 
~11 :these items, and 
many more, are made by 
Australian artist, Harry 
Leverdingen, who will be 
appearing at the 20th 
annual .Terrace Arts and 
Crafts Show, sponsored by 
the Terrace Arts Council. 
Harry i s  In / Canada' to 
visit members of his 
family living in Ontario, 
but he came to Terrace to. 
visit friends he made from 
a previous visit to the area. 
He has 15 years ex-  
perience working with 
silver and you  can be 
assured of two things when 
you buy a piece of Jewellry 
from him. ' The' silver is 
sterling and the design 
unique. 
He likes to keep his work 
simple and clean-looking, 
accenting the natural 
beauty of the material he 
urines from the area he 
calls home, Alice Springs, 
Australia. 
You're probably won- 
dedng about he Egyptian 
history, failing star and 
sea' creature pieces. 
:An  archeologist Wurking 
in Egypt came across 
some ancient Egyptian 
tomb seals, and eventually 
passed them on to Harry. 
Harry worked his magic 
with .the silver and will 




president for 1984 and this 
year's trades fair chair- . 
man, Guy 'Belanger says,"" 
"We are very pleased, 
thankful, and happy about 
this years event." 
"The merchants in 
Terrace have a lot of spirit 
and really got into the 
mood of the fair. All booth 
spaces were filled and had 
a good variety of displays 
this year," he continued. 
This feeling was echoed 
by trades fair treasurer, 
Jim Bell, who reports that 
more than S,000 people 
attended the three-day 
event. 
"The main reason we get 
a good response isbecause 
of the merchants and the 
effort they put into 
providing a good show," he 
said. 
He added that the 
Terrace Trade Fair is 
somewhat unique in that it 
allows actual selling from 
the display booths~ He 
describes it as a fun event 
with a touch of the old 
market place. 
Here are the 
-'Harry Leverdlngen plans to bring the magic of Australia to the 
Terrace Arts and Crafts Show, to be held at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary Saturday and. Sunday. 
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Pro vin co requests .,.re vue w 
' .of coal.company:re/ection ~ 
First prize- Alison Sturko 
Edmonton or Calgary, 
courtesy of Pacific 
Western Airlines; second 
prize- ¥ichelie Huim is the 
winner of a portable mini. 
cassette player from 
Kelly's Stereo Mart; ~ third 
prize - Johanne Olesen 
rides away on a girl's 
bicycle, courtesy of Aloan; 
fourth prize - Joe Caelsno 
wins a new boy's bike also 
courtesy' ofAkan. 
.D.uring the •three-day 
.. event, 20 winners of a.crisp 
new $20 bill were an- 
nounced. The prize was 
suppl~ed by  Finning 
Tractor and the Jayeaes. 
As well, 15 pair of folding 
sunglasses from Benson 
Optical Lab were given out 
as special door prizes. 
Profit from the trade fair 
goes to Jaycee projects: 
the Miss Terrace Pageant, 
the Terrace Child 
Development Center, the 
Wheelchair Basketball 
Association and span- 
_ soring of "all-candidates" 
priz~ public election forums. 
VICTORIA (CP) - -The British 
Columbia government wants 
Ottawa to review its, decision to 
reject an application by Sumltomo 
Corp. of Japan to establish a coal 
development company in British 
Columbia. 
In ~, telegram Thursday to Ed 
Lumley, the federal minister of'  
Regional Industrial Expansion, 
provincial Industry Minister Don 
Phillips said he was worried about 
the .far-reaching effects that the 
the federal cabinet's may have on 
the provincial and Canadian 
economies. 
"I am most concerned that this • 
recent decision by Ottawa will not 
only have a negative impact on the 
northeast coal project but will also 
seriously hamper the efforts of 
both the federal and provincial 
governments oattract beneficial 
Japanese investment," Phillips 
said. 
The B.C. minister urged Lumley 
to instruct FIRA officials to re- 
examine their position on the 
application and "enter into ira- 
mediate discussions with Sumisho 
Coal (Sumitomo) ~and Petro. 
Canada to resolve this impasse.". 
Sumitomo announced last 
The proposed development calls 
for an open-pit mine that' (viii 
produce 3.3 million toanes of 
metallurgical coal fo r  export 
annually. 
But Petro-Canada, because of 
the current oversupply of coal in 
international markets, is not 
planning to proceed with the 
project until the end of this decade. 
Sumitomo has a five-par-cent 
interest in another nortbeast coal 
October that it had signed an-  project, the newly-opened Quln- 
agreement toacquirea 12-per-cent tette mine which is 50-por-cant 
interest in the proposed Monkman 
coal development i  the province's 
northeast coal fields. 
Petro-Cenada will operate the 
Monkman development, which is 
about i20 kilometres outhwest of 
Dawson Creek and'just south of the 
two other northeast coal mines. 
owned by Denison Mines Ltd. of 
Toronto. 
In an interview, Phili/ps said the 
review agency's decision is stupid 
and short-sighted-- particularly in 
light of the federal government's 
investment in the northeastern 
British Columbia coal fields. : 
Mice found in 
hospital laundry 
"VANCOUVI~R (CP) -- 
Queen's ', Park ext~ended 
care  hospital in suburban 
.New Westminster hen 
cancelled a contract with a 
private laundry company 
after mice and mice 
droppings were discovered 
in linen returning to the 
hospital. 
The Hospital Employees 
Union comended the 
hospital for its move but 
said Thursday  the 
situation * demonstrates 
mice infestation but was 
pleased with the 
"aggressive steps" being 
taken to eliminate the 
problem. 
A 'Vancouver health 
inspector confirmed that 
the origin of the mice in- 
festation• was H and M 
Laundry. I n  the letter~ 
Coueffin said the company 
had been ordered two 
weeks earlier to correct its 
handling of the laundry, 
hut had not done so. 
SUSPENSION 
How it affects your child's education. 
Why you need not settle for less than 
a full education for your son or 
•daughter. 
Phone 
638-1366 or 638-1772 
what can happen when 
government restraint ' * : " 
forces institutions to 
contract out work to small, 
non-union firms which lack 
any kind of quality control. 
The hospital's laundry 
was contracted out to H 
He's also combined collect the tectites and elegant set of.earrings, and M Laundry of Van- , 
silver with tectitos, which _ trade them for other goods . The arts and crafts show couver last spring in an 
are pieces of black glass with artists such as will be held this weekend effort to cut  operating 
that only fall on certain himself. . .. from 10a.m. to 8 p.m. May costs. The work had 
• areas of the world, He has also combined 5 and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. May previously been done by 
Australia being one o f  the delicate claws of an 6, at the Caledonia Senior Hospital Employees Union 
them. Australian killer shrimp Secondary School gym- members at Royal 
He says the aborigines, with silver to make an nesium. , Columbian Hospital , tn 
New Westminster. • , , ' . | 
Keith Coueffin, the city's I Fa i r  . . • .. publ ic  health inspector, • and the winner us ,said inaApr i l . l e t te r , to  
the hospital that he had 4821 Ke i th  Avenue Ter race  635-4611 
winners from the -draw . . . . . . . . .  found evidence of a severe 
held at the Jaycee's booth: . . . . . . . .  
 ooo 'VeA n 
Terry Morris, left, of PWA offers his 
congratulations to Alison Sturko, who won the 
trip for two to Edmonton courtesy of the 
airline at the Jaycees trade fair. Looking on Is 
trade fair treasurer, Jim Bell. 
. . .  Doomedbus overloaded 
VICTORIA (CP) --  The doomed 
bus that carried two teenagers to 
their deaths Jan. 30 after a day of 
skiing with classmates hould not 
have been on a school outing, a 
coroner's jury learned Thursday. 
The bus, owned by Conmec Stages 
Ltd. of Victoria, was not only 
overloaded, but bad failed a~ in- 
speetion for a special school permit, 
the Jury was told. 
"This is the first time I've seen the 
p~per," Kerry Griffith, 29, replied. 
Questioned by lawyer Logan 
Stewart, representing, the Transport 
Ministry, Grifflth said the 20-year-old 
bus failed an inspection test Nov. 17, 
1963, for a special school permit. 
Eleven deficiencies had ~ been 
listed, and all hut one had been 
corrected before the accident, 
Grifflth said. 
It was one of three Coumac buses i AU that remained was to repaint 
that had taken students and teachers signs on the bus listing its gross 
from Claremont Senior Secondary vehicle weight and maximum 
School in Victoria to Mount passenger load, he said, but because 
Washington for the sohool-sponsored that remalnedto be done, the bus had 
ski outing, no valid sticker. 
Only two of the buses were used on ' Grifflth also testified' that repair 
• theskihill access road, however, and Orders of work done on the bus in 
the passengers aboard the thil'd'l)~ Decem~r and January were written 
were divided between the., t~d' out some time after the accident. 
remaining buses. : ' /* "' A~/OIDED PAPERWORK 
An application to license the/bus ~.~ He said he did not complete the 
with the provincial MotoF~.Ca~ler o rd~at  the time the work was done 
Commission showed ~a"  inaximum because'he disliked paperwork.' 
capacity at 45 seated passanger$~..~ut .. MacAuiey entered as evidence four 
the bus had 64 aboard when it l~stli~ts work orders dated Dec. 2, Jan. 5, Jan. 
brakes and slammed into a ditch on 22 and Jan. 27. Each put the year as 
I P l I IN IF IMLD 
Mother's Day Special 
I II 
Passenger 
Fibreglass Belt Summer Tire 
$47.95 ... .  P155-80R x12 
$48.95 .... P155-80R x13 
$53.95 .... P165-80Rx13 , 




was noted on a work order. 
"The only reason I can think of is 
that it is a crucial work order to this 
inquest," he said. 
Grlffith also to'tiffed that he had 
not failed to complete a provincial 
meeh~min trades test he took four 
years ago -- he failed the written 
test. But he said he passed the 
practical test. 
Outside the inquest, Griffith said 
that he test is "only a piece of paper. 
"I have the training and have the 
ability. I passed the practical part of 
the test. It was just the technical part 
of the written test that.l failed on." 
The inquest, which began Monday, 




CHICAGO (Router) --  Hot dogs are 
Mount Washington, near the central 1964. ' the food most likely to choke youngsters 
Vancouver Island community of MacAuley noted that the dates on to death, medical researchers said ins 
Courtenay. three of the orders were in different report published Thursday. 
NOT AWARE colored ink than the details of work By contrast, cereal, eggs and' many 
Lawyer Malcolm MacAuley, done, and Griffith said they'd been fruits and vegetables pose few choking 
representing the families of Adam written by someone lso,.but he did hazards, said the report in this week's 
Kerr, 17, who died in the crash and not know who. issue of the Journal of the American 
Scott Bransen, 16, who died a week The Jan. 27 order showed that a Medical Association. 
later of head injuries, asked the brake adjustment was done, but The study said that warning labels On 
company's chief mechanic and Grifflth agreed with Stewart hat It certain foods implicated in choking 
driver of the ill-fated bus if he were was a routine procedure which had to accidents might be one way to alert 
aware of the a pplioation to llcenc_.~e, bedone numerous times and seldom consumers to the problem. - . . . . .  
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ALL PRICES INSTALLED 
SALE ENDS SAT. MAY 12 
, , i . . :  
• • ~. ;~  
Kalum Tire & Automotive Supply   
• 63s.49o2. 
W. HIWAY !I  I ~  Opal - ~ ~ ~  :: " 
/ 
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New York Islanders have  :: th!e:  momenl:um 
" ' ~ ' : " ' : r I I uoo--~ ~,y .  , , " - s ' -o - -  was  added 
ference final on Thursday 
night. 
The Inianders can clinch 
• the series and advance for 
a Stanley Cup rematch 
against Edmonton Oilers 
with a victory at home in 
Uniondale on Saturday 
night. 
Pierre Mondnu had 
moved, the Canadiens 
within 2-1 of New York 
when he found himself all 
alone in front of Islanders' 
netminder Billy Smith, 
deked him to one side and 
backhanded one past .him 
at 12:39. 
,:: MONTREAL (CP) --  
':The Canadiens were on a 
'third-period rot1, but Pat 
"~Flatley's goal stoppo.d. 
• them and added to the 
, momentum that seems to 
~,be carrying New York 
• Islanders' into the Stanley 
,:Cup final for the fifth 
:,: straight year. 
Flatiey's eventh g0al of 
the playoffs restored New 
~" York's two-goal cushion us 
the Islanders beat Man- 
treal 3-1 to take a 3-2 lead 
in the best.of-seven 
: National Hockey League 
~. Prince of Wales Can- 
Spring Bowling Loape 
Nay 7 -  Juno 29 
Nondny Nixod 7pun 
• Tnosday Hixod 8pnn 
Taosdny Coffee 9:3hun 
P layroom for  ch i ld ren  
Wodnosday Coffoo 9:30nun 
Playroom for .children 
!:! 
Wednesday Ladles 8pmn 
Thursday Mixed 8pl 
Friday Yolth 7pi 
TERRACE BOWLING LAES 1 
6 ~ 5 lS  9 I I 0 r 63516 ~9611 
But Montreal's rally was 
short-lived; 
"The third goal was 
definitely a big goal," said 
Flatley. "We had.to take 
away their momentum, 
take away their fans. 
"They were a team on a 
roll." 
It was the Islanders who 
got rolling early, though, 
with two first-parted goals 
by Bryan TroLtier and 
Brant Sutter. 
blueline. [ net clear for the mestpart .what we Were doing to through, they did a Very 
and rarely let a Montren~ them (in Games 1and 2)," good job. 
The Canadians weren't shooter . penetrate the sa id  Montreal defencoman "The majority of ~the 
getting many quality shots middle. , '  '" .' 'Rick Green. "We were timeweceuldn'tgetagsod 
at Smith, whose defen- ' 'I ' shot to get a rebound or a 
cemen kept to?? front of the "They were doing to us unable, to get the puck good s.earing chance." . l :  , ~: 
1 10th Kentucky Derby : ....... 
Eddie Maple rides Longshot 
Trottier flipped in his LOUISVILLE, Ky: ('AP) The complete field in 
sixth goal of the playoffs _ Eddie Maple was post position order with 
from the edge of the crease supposed to ride the top morning-line .odds: 1. 
after Tomas Janssun horse In Saturday's Althea, ~-2; 2. Raja's 
drifted a shot at Montreal Kentucky Derby. Instead, Shark, 2~1; 3. Bear Hunt, 
goaltander Steve Peuney It will be "his younger 20-1; 4. So Vague; 5. Life's 
from the right boards brother, sam, ononeofthe Magic, 5-2; 6. Fight Over, . 
;tERRACE REALTY,,,. 
4635 L?ze l le  Ave .  638-0371 
Nationwide Relocation Serv ice  
to the Islanders' l~gthy 
injury list when he twisted 
a knee in a mid-ice 
collision with Montreal 
defencema n Jean I~mel. 
womqn rider since :Diane trainer for only the fourth Churchill Do~ ~~:' on 
Crump in. 197o, will be 
aboard So Vague. 
And the,W4-mfle classic 
will also have a woman 
time. Dlanne Carpenter 
owns and trains Biloxi 
• Indian. 
It rained steadily at 
Family 
Mighbbeurhood 
3 Large very well.kept 
bedroom home; .c!ese 
to schools. :Lot 
completely fenced and 
landscaped. Try your 
offer to asking price 
$83,S00 MLS 
Thursday, but the foi:ecant 
called for clear ~ather 
Saturday whm ~*S0me 
120,0o0 fans are ex i ted  




, 638-1945 I 
Small icre lg i  ¢lese to 
town 
i Very prlvato 6 acre 
:parcel lust minutes 
from town and ready for 
i new home. Building site 
and driveway already 
developed also water 




Full basement home on 
Sparks In perfect 
condition In and out. 3 
bedrooms, family room, 
auxiliary wood heat, 
la rge  assumable 
mortgage.  Asking 
$$2,900. Professional 
lquallty pool table 
available wlth the house 
at a fraction of 
replacement cost. 
Acreage In town 
Attractive home on 5 
acres on McCennell. 
Well priced to sell by 
owners.. Asking ~,0~0. 
Must be sold 
Vendor will consider all 
offers on this 2 year old 
modern design home on 
114x1~5 lot With over 
M nq. ft. of finished 
living ares offering 
spacious living with 
f i rep lace,  br ight  
cheerful dining area, 
kitchen with lends of 
cabinets, 4 bodrooml, 
and 3~a bathS. There Is a 
full basemont offering 
1550 sq. ft.. for fuhJre 
development. Make 
your offer to. the 
ssklngprlce of $99,900. 
l 1 I l J : ~l 
l " " l . ' , I aa  i I Kll.mSt.. / 
II I li I l l  t i l  I 
WIGHTMRN & SMITH REALTY LTD. 
u J t ru  O@itlCg IS I NDIlr|~u_nm_ _ uTLi OWNED AND GqNu' r  lb .  
Revenue proerly 
If you are looking for an 
Investment property, 
this could be the on e for 
you. 1104 sq. ft. home 
offering 3.bedrcom suite 
up and a 2.hedroom 
suite down. Revenue et 
M2S per month. Close to 
the downtown core, 
asking $39,000. 
I .~  Mme 
Exceptional ly nice 
propertyl 3 storey, 3 
bedroom with den or 
• sh~dlo, river rock 
fireplace, park.like 
sefllng, garage, and 
garden. Many special 
features too numerous 
to mention. Must be 




12x68 aHracflvely set up 
In a Park with paved 
street, Excellent con. 
dltlon. 4 appllances' 
Inc luded .  Asking 
$14,500, Could be pur. 
chased fully furnished; 
Cozy 3 bedroom home 
on Queensway com. 
pletely rebuilt, from 
foondatlon to roof, very 
nicely finished, garage, 
workshop, paved 
driveway, extra large 
lot, and central vacuum 
system. Asking $,18,500. 
iii 
Strsume Avenue 
Really neat 2 bedroom 
home, nicely finished, 
sltusted on back of fully 
fenced lot wlth fruit 
trees. Asklng $48,000. 
I I  
EVENING 
"PHONES 




. . ~ l ~  ~ ~ A ~~: : " . i !  skating, shooting, bum- 
~ . ~ = ~  ~ ~ r  ~ :  ping, l gr i~ng and We 
• ~ ~ ~ : ' :~~.  ~ ~  ~ didn't come out and play," 
i M  " * ' ~  4~qr l  ~ ~  I : ~  ~ l~a l~ '~ said Oiler general 
/ ; : l ? i  /~ ~l~ " ~l ~ "" / Sk i  au l~uu~ $~i i11~,  ~ ~  manager-coach Bill 
• . . .~ l~ , . ,  , ~ l ~  .~.~ . ;~.~,m,~ ~ LaFo~e "The "frustrated 
"HOne @eclIlnskl~ My Hyde' George ~/~gl  l Chrls~l __@ocl__llRgkl S~s~n 6e~ven Frank akJdmo~ US ;l~e'y just ~med to get' 
L I~ : L184317 l 63SJ411 l ,m. ,w ~"~'  ' "~ ' : ' "  8~nmr as the Rams 
Spacious starter home 
1260 sq. ft. of well 
planned floor area 
awaits you on 4800 block 
Tuck Avenue. Th is  
home has a separate 
dining area, three 
bedrooms, ' four piece 
bath, paved rive and Is 
economlcal to heat. 
Llsted at $63,500. 
Rural relaxer 
Enloy the spaciousness 
of this largb 1/= acre lot 
landscaped with lawn. 
and green area. 11(~ sq. 
ft. home and greenfiBuse 
perfect for a young 
Very clean and well 
Verybclean and well 
kept. Asking price 
$33,000. MLS. 
Home on the bench 
Comfor tab le  3 
bedroom bungalow 
located on Yen St. 
Brick fireplace In 
living room, and the. 
full basement features 
rec room, . extra 
bedroom plus lots of 
storage space. Glve us 
a call for more detalls. 
Asklng $81,500. 
Commercial tote 
Now available, 2 lots on 
Lakelse Ave. 33x100 ft. 
each. Try your offer to 
asking, price.of $42,500. 
Thursday that trainer Bill 
Matt decided to go back to 
Maple. 
" I  think he has a big 
chance to win the race, and 
since I have riddes him 
before, I think that would 
give me a little edge," 
Maple said. 
Jockey Eddie I 
seven victories in its first 
eight games. 
"We've got to get it going 
again, we've got to get 
some wins," said Denver 
coach Craig Morton, whose 
"team still holds a three- 
game lead on Arizona and 
Los Angeles. "Our 
situation (the comfortable 
lDe lahoussaye  can  make first-place lead) could end Express will ~ l runn ing  vancouver  4 AIbuquarq~ 2 
history if he wins his third if we don't start winning." 
s.traigl}t.. Derby. He won In other Sa{urday night 
amarouatoI~sol~,198~. ."sines Pittsb,,,"t~'is at~ raln 
and Sunny s'; HalO' last l~ *" ' : '~S  m ~ e s  '; ai~d' T l~mpo l 
~ear!  l . ~ Bay at Jacksonville. On Memphis, the Maulers' Albuquerque  el vancouver 
The ll0th Derby has a Sunday, Chicago is at San eighth in 10 starts, and Hawaii at Portland" 
female jockey for the Antonio, Oklahoma t New replaced on an interim Tuc~ et edmor~on ,. Phoenix el Salt Lake : , '  
second time I ~ history. Jersey, Houston at basis by EUis Rainsberger, Lag Vegas st Tacoma 
Patti Ccoksey,' the first ' " l~ '  
Hall keeps Pats alive 
"REGINA (CP) -- Regina progressed m~d we didn't, 
Pats got three goals from 'we  played as indlvidluals, 
Taylor Hall as they not as a team." 
downed Kamloops Oilers 7- o Tim launone, Lyndan 
3 Thursday to show they i Byers, Doug Trapp and. 
are still alive l ~ ~e~ l.J0hn Miner scored the 
~u l t .  of i the Western ~ other Regina goals as the 
~leekey League chain- i.Patarebounded from back- 
pi0nship . . . .  . : : to;back .'losses in 
The.loss was the first in .... Kamloops. 
,13~ playofl ~ ~ games .for .~ !'These guys are great 
Kamloopo. The Oilers lead• athletes and Tou're aot 
the best-of-ssvan series 2.1/ . going to keep them down 
i'!Regina " was hitting, for long," said coach and 
genera lmanager  Bob 
Strumm. "They .bounced 
beck with a super game 
tonight." 
Regina goaltender 
performance," said Kamloops, which trailed 
Reeve. ".We had our backs 3-1 and 4-2 by perlodn,i got 
against he wall and that goals f rom 'l Mark 
sort of thing. "It seemed Kachowski, Tony Vogel 
that through the first two and Mike Nottingham. The 
games in Kamloops Oiler goaltendlng com. 
everything bounced the bination of Daryl Reangh 
wrong way . . .  Tonight, and Rex. Grant made 23 
everyone worked hard and saves. 
when you do, you start to Kamlesps took 13 of 27 
get the breaks." minor penalaties, ix of It 
majors and a misconduct. 
' I The series resumes here 
s,0mmqries 
Tranactlons 
is wary of the Invaders' 
new-fousd ground attack. 
"They're playing with 
confidence now, 
probably," he said of 
Oakland. "They're a lot 
different from the team' 
they were earlier in the 
year." 
In Los Angeles, the 4-6 
into a Pittsburgh team that 
has Just changed coaches. 
Joe Pendry was fired after 
a 17-7 less last, week to 
North Division ~ l , 
W k PCt. ODL 
Edmonton 15 12 ,S56-  
Vancouver 12 12 ,Igg !'/~ 
Salt Lake I1 t31•~ 21.~ 
Tacoma 10 12 .dl~ 2V~ 
Portland 10 lS .400 4 
South Oivlllon 
Hawaii 16 II .$93-  
Tucson 14 10 .5113 
Los Vegas 14 10 ,S83, 
Albuquerque 13 13 ,$00 2½ 
Phoenix 9 16 .360~ 6 
Thursday's. Results "" 
Portland 4-S Howell 3-(, 
Tucson at EdmoMon, II ~ " ' 
Salt Lake 4 Pho~lx, 3 (11 In.' 
TOdly'l  O lml l  , : 
l Jamle Reeve had a strong 
i game, facing 30 shots. 








• JMy  Jephson 
6,~-i6S2 
Mobile on lot 
12x68 .1976 
Meadowbrook with 
small addition, at- 
tractively set up on 
large lot. Natural gas 
heat, appliances In. 
cluded, Asking price 
S34,S00. 
i 
Cottage at the lake 
Comfortable 2 bedroom 
basemen! home located 
at Lakelse Lake. Quiet 
setting excallent view. 
Listed at $73M0. 
Good starter home 
Cosy 3 bedroom home 
ideal for someone lust 
starting out. Fenced and 
landscaped •yard. Only 
$38,500. 
I Gary Porter 
635.4547 
Starter homes 
Pine Avenue, 3 bedroom 
home with garage . 
situated on large lot, 
property requires 
upgrading. Asking price 
$36,500. I 
Mountainvista Dr, 
Enjoy a m~ntaln view 
tram the comfort of the 
living room of this well 
melntained back split. 
level home. This 
tastefully decorated 
home effers fireplace, 3 
bedroom, carport, 
natural gas heat and 
fenced yard. An 
assumable mortgage of 
$34,000 makes this home 
very easy to purchase. 
Priced at $&5,900. 
I II • 
We would like to thank everyone Who vikllod our 
booth at the Trades Fair and look forward to seeing 
them again in' the future. 
I 
SUMMA,~ 
' * l First Period 
- t. NY Islanders, Trolfler 6 
(Jonsson, Bossy) 3:~5 (pp) 
2. NY Islanders, g. sutter 3 
9:36 (sh) 
Penalties - -  Morrow NY 
1:26, Waller Mtl 2:~, Olneen 
NYI lTt3g, Smith NYI (served 
by, Nystrom) t2:06, ToNIIII flYI, 
Gr~l~ MII )4:30, Gillies NYI. 
• No K-orlng. 
l r POnllflesl-- TONI I NYI ,  Lud 
• wig "Mtl &:2g. 
. " /h,r~ i;;;~" .... 
3, l Montrea l ,  Mondou 6 
(Tmmbley) 1g:39 
• ' 4~ NY Islanders, Flatey 7 
(Tonelff ,  Olnern) 15:21 
• .Pe#nMes-  Hemal Mtl 9 12, 
Kellur NYI IS 04• 
Shots on goal by NY Islanders 
" 9 4 0--21 
Montreal 10 4 12--26 
~1 - -  Smith, NY Islanders;. 
Penney, Montre,;I. 
Mtondonce-  tl,09S. 
• " By The C lnHl ln  P ro .  
National H~kay League play- 
off scoring MKlers after game 
Thursday night: 
Orstlk;, Edm • A P 91928 
Kurrl, t=dm 13 9 22 
Messier, Sdm 5 17 22 
Coffey, Edm 6 12 18 
.l' , Relnhert, Cel 6. I1 17 
Bellows, Mln ' '2  12 14 
l I ~ ~ , ~ - -  M~:lnnf, Co g 12 .14 
:: BOSSy, NYI  6 I .t3 
NNlund, *Mtr at 7 ~" :l ~ ~ ; MCDonMd; car: : 7 13 
• . : • Ancklr~l, edm , :  S . e 13: 
• Maxwell, Mln 2 I I  13 
' / I ; i~*i I ~i  
6ASeSALL  " ~ l 'l; ~l* '~. 
Notional LNIgon ~ ~. , 
Cincinnati Reds ec~lVe~ p!tcher 
Bill Scherrer; send p l tc~ar . . .a rad  
Lesley to Wichita of the Ame~'lcon 
Association . . . . .  "~'.i:. 
Houslon Aelron place Infielder 
Denny Walling On IS-day-dlsebled 
call up  Ioflelder~olflofdQr ,'.TI 
Tolman from Tucson oLtl~i'PsBiflc 
CoaSt League.  ' • l ' ~l ~ " L:~ 
s,c. Lions sI0,'Ua~,i~ back 
Tom Tlmlln and offonelVt~t~ki~ " Ir~ 
Doymond.. ' . , . . "  ~;i?.¢, L 
Ci l iary S tamHJ l  ~lgl l . t~kl |  
Brian Strong, ' ' * i . .  ; :~ i  " 
NFL ;. 
• Cleveland Browne name Joe 
Scanneila Offenuive co-ordinator. 
• Kansas CIIv Chiafa nigh .quor. 
ferbock Mike Godfrey and 
I Inebac  ker  J im 
Koidfat. 
Minnesota Vikings sign gust' 
terback Bruce Grant to one.Year 
contract• 
gin DiegO ChlrSers acquire at. 
fenslve lineman Walt Oowrdng from 
San 
Francisco ~rs  tar an undl$cloM 
IM draft choice. 
Seattle Saahlwks lION freo agent 
wide receiver Dwight Scales. 
"Washington RHsl/Ins sign 
defensive back Clar~ca Baldwin, 
wide , 
receiver Joft'Ellerbe, running back 
Don Oo0dman. safety Willis Harris, 
guard Ton Hornot,. cornerback 
• Henry ~l~ibyne  ~ centre Jay 
Pennlson, , . 
• IInebsoker Bob Polst and and safety 
Gary Raubllng. 
USPL" 
Arlmna Wranglers trade two 
draft choices to Piflsimrgh Maulers 
for 
the signing rights to q~erh~rback 
Jeff Hostotler, conditional on 
Arizona signing Hostetlar, 
Denver Gold announce 
resignation of vice-president and 
genera l  manager  
Bill Hath, 
Michigan. Panthers claim cor- 
nerbsok Kerry Baird on Waivers, 
Soccer  
NAIL ' ' ~' l k " ~ I'F 
T lmpl  Bey R0wdles/'lpUrchase 
contract of midflelder Ton~Towers 
from . , ! '~/ :  
Tacoma Stars~ ~ l' ' "~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
The home you've waited 
for? [: 
You betl 3 bedroom, 
split.level home, large 
.;~right kitchen, ~famlly~ 
room, ~ co're, ple'tely" 
fenced yard. Try,your 
offer to asklng prlce of 
$79,900. .  " " 
Cozy 3 bedrooms I 
No basement, home on 
!/2 acre lot In town. 
Large workshop and 
fruit frees on property.' 
Asking $3L000. Call us 
for viewing. 
Spacious and com- 
1ortable 
1550 sq. ft., 4 bedroom 
home Inqulet location 
, south of ~ i ~ V  :~. 
aflractlvef .Pall us b3,~, ';~. 
details. Asking $7,1,000 
' MLS ,' 
Excel lent helding 
properly 
3 light Industrial ots on 
Kerr St with good 3 
bedroom home. Ad. 
dltlonal bathroom and 
bedroom In basement. 




for sale. Located close 
to centre of town and all 
amenities, with good 
assumable, mortgages. 
Starting at $32,000 and 
up. 
during a New York power favorites. 20-I;• 7. Fall Time, 12-I; 8. ' 
play. When Devil's Bag was Bedouin, 12-I; 9. Rexmn's / ..:.~ 
SMITR ROLLS withdra{m earlier this Ripe, 12.1; I0. Taylor's ~q~ Ud l~OUf l ' J "  ' :" :'~; 
about after Smith went for longshotAt The Threshold. King, 15-1; 12. Vanlan- . 
a roll on the lee following a Sam, who has had no dingham, ~ 10-1; 13. Secret : ~ ;~ ri! ? 
collision with Montreal's previous Derby mounts, Prince, 12-1; 14. At The ~' : : ' ;  ~<~'•' !*!
Ryan Walter to nullify a will ride Taylor's Special, Threshold, 20-1; 15. Swale, B~)al~ae"~n°~det~d~,Prel~: 7~iaC~/ina; ; n.d -- _ °n~°°s f - .  ~e;e,~eys Canadieas power play. the Blue Grass Stakes 3.'i; 16• Majestic Shore, 12- 
didn't hit him," said choiee in the early line for 18. Pine Circle, 10-1; 19.' 
Walter, who, along with the richest Derby, • worth Coax Me Chad, 12.1, and finally have a~ vietory, go Oakland's first wi!n last Steve Yoang,wn0s~lu~a 
i8,095 Forum xpeclato s, $712,400 with $537,400 going " 20. Gate Dancer, 15'1. ' for No.2 saturday night ~veek produced a sign ot contract valuea:~at:~,~I~o 
bclieved Smith took a dive. tot  he winner. T IN FIEI~D against Denver Gold, a relief from coach Chuck million, wtllfaeeaban.ged- 
"That's his job and he dees Taylor's Speeial has won Seven horses were first-place team that has Hutchisen, who has up Maulers secondary 
it very well.'! three straight, including placed in the parimutuel been heading in the op- already been replaced for crippled by the loss to 
Brant Sutter's job on five the Louisiana Derby, the field. They were So Vague, posits direetian the last next season, injury of starting safeties 
occasions Thursday night Blue Grass, and four of his Bedouin,' Bexsen's Hope, two weeks. "This team bed budlt up Dave Langlols an d :Jeff 
was to help kill penalties, last five. Secret Prince, Majestic Oakland, winner of the a lot of character during I)elaney. : 
which he did superbly. He William F. Lueas's colt Shore, Biloxi Indian and divislon last year with a5-9 all these losses and we ~":. 
added a bonus on Man- is listed as the third early Coax Me Chad. mark, won its first game needed It against the 
treal's second power-play choice at 7-2 behind the Sam Maple rode this season last Sunday Blitz," Hutchisen said. 
chance of the firstporiod fillyentry of Althea and Taylor's Special in the after nine straight losses, "The fact that we didn't PCL 
when he scored his third Lares Magic,. 5-2, and Louisiana Derby, but was topping Chicago 17-13. give up was quite a i iii 
goal of the playoffs after Swale, 3-1, in the field of repl~iced by 'Pat Day for Division-leading Denver, tribute." • ,2 - - \  • • 
deking left-winger Steve three.yesr-olda limited to last week's Blue Grass. • meanwhile, was getting OAKLAND RUNS 
Shutt at the Montreal the top 20 money-winners. Day elected to ride trounced by Philadelphia Morton, whose team has 
• vanlandingham in the 35.0 -- its second straight yielded 210 and 243 yards . . . . . .  
_ Derby, and it wasn't until loss after a surprising rushing thelast two weeks, 
• . . , • . .  • ' "  • . - , . ,  
; '  +"  + . . . . .  + + . . . . .  . . . . .  " Rou-"Und p •..l+reld,.Fr,day,.+:,~y4,19~l,.-.~t$ . ' + ; , "  > 'T+ I i ' i ' + ;  ~+.  ~ ~ +" I ' I+ .  +.+ : I  : ;  ~ ~)++) :  + ~+ , '  2 ~ I ' + I : F , '~  i I - -  ' ' : : : '  j~  F; j I I ' I + I ' ' , " + ' ' i ' . 
':' , t  " '  , "  - • " : ,  " ;++'+, .+: . : ,  ; ;  '+ , . ' : . .  + , . ;  '. ' ' '  " '+ : / + ,  ' :  , . .  : " ' '+ ' , . .+ ,,. , .  : : ,  : 
: . ~' '  ~" / ' .  '~: I' +'+ '  + I '  ': + : I '  '+I :' : :'+:~:~:':::i'~+: I~': + ~-' + '+ + + '~: :~' + i ~++'' 1" ++  + : " 'I 1 ' '  "+ " " ; , ' '  I : + '  I : Basel)al l  .... . . . .  : '  ' : '  ; ; - ' '  ' . ' '  1 /+ 
............... i :u juoa++: :  *+i ...................... Saveu best Tor the 
, .., . . . . . .  ,, . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  .. , .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . , . , .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :-* ,~., -: . . . . . . .  :,+ ", : .... , .~  "+,~+~" ., ,~ 
' • ; .  , * "  ; + • ' ,  " , t ' - ; '+ " "+,: P 
in a row. It was the first Milwaukee Brewers 6, Diego Padres 5. Houston at Marisers. 6 Twins 2 
loss in six atorts for Jack Kansas City Boyals 5 In 10 Cincinnati was ~'ained out. Ro01de Alvin Davis hit 
Mdrda, who pitched innings; and Seattle ' Ojeda, 2-2, allowed s ix  his'ninth ome run of the 
despitea cold. Mariners 6, Minnesota hits, struck out a career-' season, athree-runblastin 
Elsewhere in the AL on a Twins 2. 
lfght day for major league In the National League it 
baseball,, it was: was: Atlanta Braves 6, San 
~y The Caa~dllan.PresS BoSt;~Rl~dSox:eanled al,; .Ojeda needed.. • -' 
Bostonrleft;hander BOb ~'0 !maim" league :basebedl ; It was the second suc- 
Ojeda saved his best for vietory0ver Detroi[,Tigers ceasive defeat • for+ the 
the best. . ' " " ~in~ Detroit. '~ . : ._'~_g..ers~. now 19-4, and 
OJeda 'pitched' his first ' ! An  elghth.inning., home 'marked the first time this 
complete game. shutout : run by. Dw/ght Evans season Detroit has ]oat two 
.Thursday' afternoon as proved to bea]I theoffence .American. League .games 
Sidney Moncreif sparks Bucks 
National " Basketball The Bucks'went on a 10:1 
tear to  increase their 10- 
/~ ia t lon  playoffa.. .,,,i,, hom~,,;- ~=oa *,~ ~e 
• Alton: Lister added 12. • PL'?.".' _"~_"/".? "~.". "v 
"~ints and Mike Dunlcav- ' ~m ~:~ mI~ m me uura pu 3 . ' ---~ ~'-~-- "~-~ . . . .  ;" 1" quarter. It was the first of 
(~lliU IMIUJlIIJ£ ~JI~JLJLIkI~C|iI4~3JIi U CAIIP S~ nn l , t  l--ado" tn  eke  
each for Milwaukee, which , "~  :'~"~"" ':~'." . . . . . .  
sank. 19 of 26:foul shots in 
Boseboll ToplO 
: Stondln9 8 
.r,,, 
EAST .RUTHERFORD, + the fourth quarter en route 
N.J. (AP) - - .  Sidney to winning its second 
Menerief scored 27 points straight game., 
and Marques Johnson The  victory over- 
. added 19 as  Milwaukee shadowed Dan~l 
Bucks defeated New Dawkins's 31 points for 
'Jersey Nets 100-93 Thur: New Jersey. Dawkius 
• sdny nlght'to take a 2-1 fouledoutwith2:20toplay. 
]cad in the best-nf.seven' Otis Birdsong added 20 for 
'Eastern Conference +" the Nets. 
semifinal series +of the 
NATIONAL LEAOUE + 
• AB R H P¢1. 
Gwynn, SD 92 18 37.402 
~Ray, P0h e0 15 29.363 
Strawbry, NY 80 14 29.363 
Relnes, Mtl 92 19 33.359 
Moldonedo, LA 51 7 18 .353 
Frlncans, "Mtl 76 6.26 .342 
VHayos,. Phe 62 13 21 .339 
Brenly,+ SF 54 6 18 •333, 
Lefebvre, Pha 46 0 22 .333 
S¢Ioscla, LA • 42 5 14.333 
"NATIONAL LEAGUE 
les t  Dlvielon 
W L PCt.GSL 
NIw York 14 8 .5 .16-  
Chicago 12 10 ,545 3 
( Phll~lelphla 12 10 .$4,$ 2 
Montreal 13 11 ,$42 2 
St. Louis 13 13 .520 3~ 
Plttsburgh 7 15 .318 7 
West Dlvlelon 
Los. Angeles 18 9 .667 - -  
S~I  Dlegh 16 9 ,640 I 
C inc innat i  12 13.48Q 5 ,  
Ailante " 10 13 ,dl3S 6 
, Houiton 0 16 .333 0~ 
Sin Francllco ' |  17 .320 9 
., . . Thursdsy RIouIto 
:,iaHnouaton .at Clnclnnetl,' PPd., 
~'At!lnta 6 San Diego 5 
Todly~l Gimos 
San DIigo ot CI)lcago N 
Atllnta 8t Montreal N 
LoS Angelao:at Pltlshurgh N 
Houston at New York N 
Clnclnnatl at Phlladelphla N 
San Francisco at St. LouIs N 
Sa~rday Gimaa 
Atlanta 8t Montreoh 1:05 P.m. 
quarter:' Milwaukee Its final 17- 
After Bridgeman's two point lead at 71-~, New 
free throws' gave 'Jersey outscured . the 
Bucks 10-1 over the final 
I~ l l  q ~ i ,  'C"  U "~i1~ 2:0*and Birdsong°f the third quarteropened the 
• fourth quarter with a 
baseline jumper as the courts Neto cut the deficit o 72-66. 
' ~lntul~in~ m~r lb  hn¢, l t . fn .  Dawki s ed~.back-to- 
back three-peint plays and 
• Birdsong sank three 
consecutive jutnpers to 
account for the surge. 
But Milwaukee repl/ed 
with a 10.2 binge to go 
homer of the season. '  • a homer for  the.Twins." ForstcrTPit~ed me niath 
• ahead 82-68 on Moncdef's 'Brewers 6 Roya!s 5 Braves 6 Padres 5 and ~, . /h l s  sec~d 
layup with 7:27 to. play. Milwaukee, trailing 5-3,. "Pinch-hitters Gerald. save. * .~: ' , : - ,  
The Bucks kept he Nets at won it in the bottom of the ~ "~: ~.'~/.~ i: i~ 
bay the remainder of the 10th inning when pinch: ' . , , , 
The Nets sank only 15 of' home Riek M~g` and ' ", . t - 
'Mark Brouhard slapped a,. i " 
40 field goal ettempts in two-run single Up the 
the first half and struggled middle off reliever= Dan ' , 
from the foul line as well, quisenberry, 1-2, wit5 the ~ ' " 
hitt ingllof23shots. : . . . .  " :* : ~ ::~ . . . . . . .  ' ~ I  Terrace Tra es Fair The first two games of • . l oad~...Mil ' B 
starterLIonbutmnylma. I . . . :. : ..., .- . ... . ~]I: v 
the series were played in home runs tot he f i r :~a~o I MONIY  JAR+ WINNER ,:: I Milwaukee, and the fourth 
game will be Saturday at batters : in  
DarWl Motley told+ l~,at I ' I SS 0 ~ ' :1'' " " . . . . .  ' ~ I 
the Brendan B~rue Arena Sheridan. Randy for P ady I* • " /  • .~/ " . . .  ' ~ |  here. 




By The Associated Press the Beaver's' three.run 
Despite four home,runs first inning and Randy 
in the second game --  Salavahadatwo-runtrlPle 
including two hy ,Denny in the sixth to break a 6-6 
Gonzales Hawaii.dldn't tie and put Portland ahead. 
have the steam Thursday In Salt Lake. City; the 
night to prevent Portland Gulls' Jamie :Allen hit a 
from sweeping 'a Pacific bases-loaded'single in the 
Coast League baseball llth to bring, home the 
doubleheader, 4-3 and 8-6. - winning run. 
The leases to Portland, Phoenix, 9-16, took a 3-2 
10-15 and in ]ast place in lead in the top of the 11th 
the l~;orthDivision,neerly when Rob I)eer came 
knocked Hawaii, 16-11, out home on an error, Edwin 
• of the South .Di~;ision Nanez then replaced 
leadership, starter Jim Lewis and 
In other PCL games retired the next-three 
Thursday, Salt Lake beat batters to claim the vic- 
for 
Terrace 
The ndwly . formed 
Terrace and district 
racquets association has 
somenew plans in the wind 
of interest o local racquet 
enthusiasts. The Club has 
. had several meetings with 
local businesses to discuss 
the  possibility of 
developing their own 
courts. 
Vtee-president, Dave 
Hull, says the dub has 
very serious' plans to 
initiate this project. He 
says ~e club is eligible for 
a sports lottery foundation 
grant, and they will be 
launching a.masa fund- 
raising drive. , An initial 
date of October 1st has 
been set as a completion 
goal. 
At the present time the 
club is using space at 
Northwest Community 
College. Hull says this Phoenix' 4-3, Vancouver 
situation is unsatisfactory downed Albuquerque. 4-2, 
because the club cannot and Tucmn was rained out 
a t  North Division leader 
Edmonton. 
The Opener at Portland, 
seheduled for seven in. 
ningu, went to nine after 
the Beavers tied it 3-3 in 
the fifth. John :Russell 
knocked in the wln~lng run 
tory. 
Host Vancouver,/i2.12, 
overcame a triple play to: 
defeat the Albuquerque . 
Dukes, now 13-i3. 
Earnie Riles and Doug 
Loman each singled to 
open the fifth inning for the 
Canadians, but were cut 
down in  the triple play 
when pitcher Dean Pen- 
Runs INIllld In: Csrtoh Men. 
Inlet, 34; Marshall, Los Ano. 
. ales,. 23; + McReyaoldn, San 
Diego, 21; Oarvey, San Diego, 
20I'WIItoCB, Meotraal~ 20. 
:hoMes: c la i r ,  Montreal, t; 
Davis, San Francisco, S;  • Lltlfe, 
Montrsel, l ;  Prlncona+ Man. 
fresh 7; Strawberry, New York, 
7. 
Triples: McGee, St. Lou Is ,  4; 
Foley, Clnclnnetl, 3. 
Home rime: Marshall; LOS 
AngoIos, | ;  Weshlnglon, At. 
lante, 7; Brock, Los Angeles, 6; 
McReyl!olda, Sen Dle0o, 6. 
Stolen bases: Samuel, Philo. 
dalPhls, lS ;  Redus, Cincinnati, 
LOS Angeles st  Pittsburgh, ":• 12. 
h29 p.m. Pitching (3  decisions): Honey: 
San Diego 'at Chicago, 3:20 cuff, LOS Angeles, 4.0, LOGO, 
p.m. 1.38; Lynch, New York, 3"0, 
Cincinnati at Philadelphia, 1.0~0, 1.891 1 Hudson, Phlla. 
7:0S p.m. ,deliria, 3-0, 1.0~0, 3+IM; Hawk. 
Houston at New York, 7:35 Ins, Sen Diego, 3.0, 1.000, 4.IS. 
p.m."  Strikeouts: Solo, Cincinnati, 
San Fraflclk'o at St. Louis, d0l ' Ryen, Houston, 39; Valel. 
5;0.$ p.m. zuela, LOS Angels, 31; Gooden, 
hold its own tournaments, 
promote youth par, 
tieipation, or hold 
organized club events. 
Hull also said that the new 
'courts would include a 
squash court as well as a 
raequetbellcourt, and one 
Sunday Games Hew York,. 36.  .convertible court. Nor- 
~Atllnto at Montreal, 1:05 p.m. • dares: Oosllge, San ale0<),- thwest College~ fac~ties 
Houston at New York, . . . l :35, j  ,llj.,.~vttqr~,~t. kRqis, 1~,'~ ~ , ( i~ ,  , ~  .+-,~,~r,,~, ~:, + 
p.m. . . . . . .  " • c a n n o t  accommodate 
AMERICAN LEAGUE 
AB R H Pct. 
~+ Cincinnati at Philadelphia, 
h35 p.m. 
Los Angeles et Plflsburgh, 
1:35 p.m. 
S~ Francisco at St. Louis, 
3:15 p.m. 
San Oleo0 at Chicago, 3:20 
P.m. 
AMERICAN LEAGUE 
l i l t  Dlvlllon 
W L P=I.GBL 
Detroit 19 4 .826  - -  
• Toronto 3.  10..500.. 5. .  
Cleveland I1 10 .524 7.  
Milwaukee 10 12 .45S I1~ 
Baltimore I I  14 .440 9 
BOston 11 14 ,kiO 9 
New York 5 15 ,348 11 
West Division 
Oakland 15 I1 .577 
California 16 13 .571 - -  
Seattle 14 12 .538 1+ 
Minnesota 12 15 .444 3~ 
Chicago tO 13. ,433 3~ 
Kanlas City 9 12 .429 3~ 
Texas 9,16 ,360 St/~ 
Thursday R iN~i  
Bastes I Detroit 0 
MIIwllukos 6 Kansas City .5 
' (10 Innings) 
54attic 6 Mlnnelmta 2 
. Tanlghl'l Gemel - 
Detroit at Cleveland 
KUttMs City nt Toronto 
Chicago at Beaten 
NeW York at Milwaukee 
Baltimore st Texas 
Oakland, et Mlnnelote 
California st Seattle 
squash players. 
The racquets association 
will be 'holding a meeting 
of all interested squash 
and racquethallpiayers on 
Monday, May 7th, at 7:30 
p.m. at Northwest Com- 
manity College. 
For more information 
call Dave Warner at 635- 
2781 or Dave Hull at 638- 
8383.  " 
HERE'S VALUE 
Nice family home In the 
Horseshoe, 3 bedrooms 
on main, heatolator 
fireplace in living rocm, 
main floor .recently 
recarpeted, large rec 
room, 2 bedrooms and 
full  bath in the 
basement, N.G. heat. 
Reduced to $69,500. Call 
Bob Sheridan. 
GOOD FAMILY  
HOME 
On qule~ street. Gi'eat 
gardening sell. F ru i t  
trees.. Greenhouse and 
sundeck. Basement Is 
ful ly finished with 
wood • stove, 4th 
bedroom, rec room 
and sauna. Owners are 
• transferred and are 
anxious to sell. For 
appointment• to view 
call Oanny abet!dan. 
ANXIOUS TO SELL 
Owners have been 
trahsfered and have 
reduced the price on this; 
1200 sq.: ft. 4 bedroom 
home on close to One 
half acre'lot. An a t -  
for Portland with ,~:double nicke caught Carlos 
Steve Mura was the"~Rannicke threw to shert-" 
winning pitcher, while Jeff 
Zaskee was the loser. 
The Islanders' homers in 
the second game scored all 
their runs. Benny 
DeStefa,o hit a two-run 
homer in the first, Gen- 
zales' solo shots were in 
the second and fourth, 'and 
Kelly Paris bit a two.rue 
homer in the third. 
Russell bomered to pace 
stop .Prank, Taveras at 
second for the second out 
and Taveras relayed to Sid 
Bream at first to complete 
the play; 
The Canadians scored 
twice in the second on Dan 
Davidsmeir's RBI single 
and Franlde Thomas' 
sacrifice fly. They added 
two more in the fourth on 
Jamie Nelson's double. 
SAFEWAY . DOUBLE 
WIDE 
In Timberland.excellent 
cond i t ion ,  very  
spacious, new ap. 
pllances, new carpeting, 
1243 sq. ft. with office or 
hobby room addition, 
full ensulte, roofed 
sundeck, q1~let area. 
Appliances, curtains & 
drapes end Fisher wood 
stove Incuded. Com- 
fortable economical. 
Asking $34,000. Call Bob 
Sheridan. 
m m ~  
HOME OF YOU R 
DREAMS ' 
Beoutlful, •large and 
roomy home situated on 
s fully landscaped Ioten 
Soucle Street. Over 2600 
sq. ft. flnisbed Including 
4 bedrooms, 3 baths, 
family room, spaclBus 
living room, end dining 
area. C .ook*s dream of a 
i k l tchsn, sundecks, 
i paveddrlveway, double 
gerage and many more 
fine features . .  
Just ' under 23 acres, 
o ldh0mestead .flee 




331 feet of Highway 
frontage, spacious 
home, office, shops 
storage, frontage road 
on western border, 
many  more features 
including 11 acres of 
l ight Industrial land. 
Ca l l  Rusty or Bert 
Liungh. 
HOUSE FOR MAMA 
IWORKSHOP FOR 
DAD. 
+Well maintained 3 
bedroom home "with 
large 4th bedroom, 
bath and recreation 
room In the basement 
Including wood stove, 
' landscaped yard, 
attached carport, 
16x24 workshop In- 
~sulated, wired and  
beefed. For viewing 
call Rusty or Bert 
Llungh. 
8 ACRE BENCH VIEW 
PROPERTY' 
Perry and Mike J0rgesen 
it  each droveln,artm~)ff San 
Diego t~l lef ,  k,ce * Rich I
C, oasage, 0-1, in ~e.eiahth, 
high I0 batters and walked "the fifth inning, and Bob + inning to+ lift Atlanta to 
three. Morris allowed on]y Kearney added a solo shot victory. Steve Bedresipn, 
five hits, struck out eight and  a two-ran double as . 2-1, the Bravee~ forth 
and walked three. .Seat t le  beat Minnesota. pitcher, wels the wlnn~r, 
Evans led off the eighth ' ~M~'kLangston,2-2, picked although he allowed:; a 
inning by lining 'Morris!s i up:-,~e win, while Mike homer to Gralg NeWes:in 
first pitch into the lower. Smithson, 3-3, was, the thet0pofthe~Ighthltoglve 
left fleld seats for his third iosor:kMickey Hatcher had San Diego ~ l~e~d;Tet ry  
Garbey, Det 46 11 20.435 
• Upehew, Tot. 83 21 33.390 
Trammlh Det 119 23 3.1.371 
Eagle, M ln  49 9 lS .3M 
Gercla, Tor 107 18 39.344 
GBeII, Tor 95 12 34.3.t8 
Davis, Sea ' 73 16 26.356 
Motley, KC '  54 9 19.352' 
Cooper, MII 70 8 24.343 
.rip 
Lemon, Oat ~ 08 14' 29.3.10 
Rune batted In: Murray, Bal- 
timore, 26; Klngman, Oakland, 
26; OeClnces, california, 22. • 
Doubles: Bool~e, California, 
10; h l l ,  TeroM~, 9; Upohlw, 
Toronto, 9. 
Triples: RLew, Chicago, 3; 
• Sherldlm, Kanm City, 3; 13 
t l ld with two.. 
' Home rues: Klngman, Oak'; 
land, • 10} Davis, Seattle, 8; Rip. 
ken, Beltlhiors, O;  Kltne, Chl. 
cage, 1. 
Stolen bases. ~ Butler, Clove. 
land, 13; Oiir¢ll, TOrOlMa, t3; 
Bema|ard, Cleveland, !1. 
Pitching (3 decisions): Nine 
tllKI with !.000. 
. Strikeouts: Slyleven, Clave. 
lend, 36; Morrle, Detroit, 33; 
S m I t h s O n,  Minnesota, 32; 
Moore, 54affle, 31; Wlff, Cell. 
fornln, 31. 
Seres*" Quleenbsrry, Kemas 
City, 7 ;  Caudlll, Oakland, 6; 
• Leap, Tersnto, 5; Davle, MIn. 
neouto! 4; Stanley, Boston, 4. 
RaN BENTLEY 
Investors i  proud to honour Ibis odtsla~lin~ Pessomi 
r-mandal Planner for exceptional sen4ce on beh~othis 
clientsln.lg83. . * ".. . • . 
.!.!- .::.: 
GRAND :TRUNK RESTAUUHT ".  . ." • 
. :.. , 
Bored of the sarne 'old' lu~nc5? ' +:,~,:: 
Try one of our •, ,+:~;+.',:/,:;ii ":!i!~ + ~: .*.,  
. • , . . . . . ;  ::. ::+- ..:~ .:+ ,. • . . . .  
Daily LUnch Spec/a/S 
(Including & dessert)S°up :an:e" d r  "' 
. -. . . - 
Mondaylthru Friclay !11am, /:i2pml 
...homestlde cook|rig ¢t re , lon ,b /e  :'price,:, 
Grand Trunk: ReStaura@!: I : 
4702 Lakelso:Awnuo: ::: :/: . 
Licensed Premises 
,an exped in money management. Ibis ~Rnahda l  
Planner advises fndMduals. ~aes  an~! coml~s  on 
savings and inw.stmemt slrate~es. ~Pne~t  planrdnR. ;
taxes and inlafion, and a veda, ofin,~lment funds. His 
clients turn to him for his ~ ,  his decflca~on to ' 
personalized semce, and the ~ resources oflhe 
company that ploneen~! in the ~]cl oftots] ~ 
pfaoning. .. ' '  +. ' ~ .+ 
Investors Syn~cate/~. '.t .ed Jsla ~llem~ompany of
The In~P.st0rs Group wt~cn manages or administers assets 
o~owr $14 billion, 
tractive home at an 
attractive price. For 
details call Dick EvanS. 
PROFIT FROM OUR EXPERtF~CE 
JOHN CURRIE 
LIB-faN 
I cleared arem, access I Has park .like self lag. l 
by CN Railway ! or Offers'to $90,000. Owner 
. Boat, Contact Rustyor open to offers, Call Joy 
l~lungh,. " ' Dover for more detalls. , Bert ,: 
PRUDEN l CURRIE (197e LTD.) 
BOB SHERIDAN 
LtS-24M 
CENTRAL LIGHT' TRAILER-MOBILE 
INDUSTRIAL SITE HOME PARK 
Located at major in- Consists of, four lots 
tersectlon on Kelth totalling 320 X200' plus 
Avenuehlghtrafflc. area six rental mobile 
3 lots, plus Industrial homes. In addition to 
concerete block and .trellers therql are 4 
frame building. Present ~:iother • I)ads fully; .: ~:" 
business would bG 
willing to lease back. 
For further Information 
ph,one Rusty or Bert 
Liungh. 
NICER THAN NEW 
5 year old split level lust 
Immaculate. Modern 
cabinets, kitchen with 
dinette, heatalator 
fireplace, 2 full baths, 
plus ensulte. Finished 
basement, beautiful 
grounds. Drive by 4906 
:,LaBelle and call Bob 
Sheridan. m m m m m m m l  
• STARTER HOBBY 
FARM 
Two bedroom, on 
Kolum Lake Road, 
f l rep loce ,  separate 
carport, greenhouse, 
situated on over 1 & 'V2 
acres of land. Price 
$47,500. Open to offers. 
Call Rusty or Bert 
LIungh. 
BERT LJUNGH RUSTY LJUNGH DICK EVANS 
63S4tS4 LlS.StS4 LlS-IPNi 
cupled at $80: per!+ 
month. Grossing 
$25,000 approximately 
P.A. Call Danny 
Sheridan for more 
financial ..... data of this 
. revenue property. 
EXCLUSIVE LISTING 
Fine custom built home 
with great features. 
Large r iver  rock 
f ireplace, bui l t . In  
vacuum system,  
garage, large living 
room plus den. N.G. All 
for only $92,000. Located 
on Bench. Call Danny 
Sheridan for an ap- 
pointment o view. 
PICTURE BOOK 
2 bedroom cottage In 
excellent' condition, has 
carport, landscaped lot 
with every variety of 
fruit trees. Situated In 
the Horseshoe area In • 
nice nelghbourhood. 






. ' i  :" . . . .  
PRICE REDUCED 
In Caledonlb Sub- 
dlvlslon, e>well planned 
• 4 bedroom home 
featUr!ng 3 baths In.. 
clud!.ng ~ .l~'e. ensuIte, 
:: ! !~/ r~ fireplace, 
~:'~.~;~ wo~: heater in a. 
,~1Jk27' 'bas+ement rec' 
• ro0m. Thls hon~ IB in 
very gned condition and 
is now priced i t  ~ ,5oo .  
Call Dick • Ev4n s for an 
app01ntment 0 !  vl.ew. 
. I 
LIKE. NEW~ WiTH A 
homQ. : L I ,v lng.  room 
fireplace ~pJui .~ Wood 
heater. Large: kitchen 
Ondr forn, lel dining room. 
. Master bedre~m has a 2 
"lx:e. ensulte with room 
for a shower. To view 
call Dick Evans, 
HERE'$QUALITY 
syeer old 3 bedm~n full 
belemjnt homo In town 
wl|h a lot ot extras; 
flreplece~ wood stove 
down, specious rec  
room for entertaining 
and large fenced land. 
s~ped Iot.~ Listed at 
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SAT. HAY 5 at 
, I[il Lie llmtll 
o 
ONE NIGHT ONLY 
All seats reserved. 
Tickets $8.50 in advance at Shefleld & Sons, Skeena Mall 
or at the Theatre SlO.00 at the door 
No one under 6 y.ears of age admlfled. ' ~ : 
For mart - worn en: lag e Duplic te" 
i s r i sky  bus iness  " ---6do9e 
by DAVE COMFORT 
O'I~AWA (CP) --- Without political will 
and. female determination, women will 
continue to, be the financial losers in 
marrlags, a study by the Canadian 
Advisory Council on the Status of Women 
says. 
The report, relearned Thursdey, says 
"although it is /rue that marriage once 
provided women with economic security, 
that proposition is no longer vnlld." 
Women are "definitely unequal within 
marriage and the family but the means 
exist to correct the situation," says the 
study, written by Ottawa lawyer Louise 
Dulude. 
"All that is neededla  Httie political will 
and a great deal of female determination," 
says the report, Which wil l  be sent to- 
governments and women's organizations. 
In its 71-page study, the council, ap 
pointed by the federal government to 
advise it on issues, affecting women, 
predicts marriage as an institution will not 
disappear but the many women unhoppy 
with the current situation will force it to 
undergo significant changes. 
Independent young women ure.begin- 
ning to object o restrictions imposed by 
married life and they're letting their 
husbands and govermnents know that if 
there is. no improvement, hey "might 
simply decide not to have children any 
more," the study warns. 
Among other things, women are tired of 
working "double days for half the pay." 
STILL UNWILLING 
"Contrary to,  popular. ,belief, most 
husbands and fathers are still unwilling to 
share domestic and child care tasks with 
their wives." 
I usiness clirectoQl 
Total Business Services FOR HIRE 
John Deem 510 Backhoe 
Water & sewer lines, trenching 
andmuch more ' 
1110RNHILL EXCAVATING, 
635-5347 
REAl. ESTATE ~AIS IERS 
& CONSULT£NTS 
STEVE R. CULLIS 






PHOTO COPIES 10' Oct 
638..8195 am Km 
diagonally opposite the library 
OFFICE MAHAGEMENT SERVICES 
SATELLITE VINYL, FA|RICS 
& CAN.VAS WO|NS 
Boot Tops, 
FOR LEASE 
Commerc ia l  or  warehouse space 
At the corner of Keith, Kenney & Pohle 
--three units, 1737 sq. ft. each with store fronts. 
--one unit, 1800 sq. ft. with store front. 
• --one unit, 951 sq. ft., with lAxl4 overhead oor. 





Let us repair your old boat op or make yo 0 a new 
0Oe~0~"re-cover YOur seats. . .~ .... ,... .... 
RR3 Jok~ Rd. 
Ter race  ROLAND PUETZ 
Skma Marl 
Tmr~, |.¢. - 
I 
NEW 
MOBILE  HOMES 
on display in Pine Park 
set up, skirted, ready for occupancy 
Energy Efficient & Affer'dnble 
3889 Mul ler  Ave. 635-9418 
NOR-BURD S=pphire 
R.V.  REPAIRS  Ho, ir -Design 
~ ~  PARTS - NEW & USED For appointment call 
ALL R.V. REPAIRS 638-1026 
• Including Insurance Claims STYLISTS 
Sharon Cleve --Joan Prince - -  Sandy Thomson 
4~s~.~.,~ mwo= 635-6H2 
T*-,~,.S.C.V~m 635"6945 4844 Loen Ave. 
RB ELECTRONICS : 
~anyo, Fisher, Candle, York ,  Toshiba, ~. ' | , '~_ . " . :~  [ ~ 1 ~ . " : : ~  
ZeniJh, Lloyds, ,~.., Ib~RrWWlI~i.:: ~, II,_~lr,; '" l f f i i l l IMq~, 
Repairs to a l l  makeso, - - - - . ~ ~  ~ ~  c~ 
Windshield & Auto Glass ICBC dlaims 
Specialists Handled 
DAVID J DEDILUKE I ~  Promptly 
BI~TISH COLUMBIA LAND SUf*~VEYOf~ • 
3305 KENNEY STI?EET. G L A S S - ~ ,  
TEII~ACE. BC VSG ~3 4711 A K ~ N T E R P R I S E  
638-t4~9 TERRACE KITIMAT 
63S. 1166 &12-4141 
For information on running your ad in the busines  
directory call 635-6357 
I I 
Research has shown men work on 
average 55hours aweek inside and outside" 
the house, compared with 63 hours for 
women. This figure increases by two to 
three hours a week for en~h young child 
the woman at home. 
While young girls were .traditionally 
encouraged by their parents, religion or 
other social pressures to some day tie the 
knot, they "may become less enthnsiastic 
about marriage and motherhood as they 
become better informed about the risks 
these institutions involve." 
The s.tudy cites National Council of 
Welfare. figures which .estimate 0tat 
although more than 90 per cent of women 
marry, three-quarters of them will 
eventually be forced to look after their own 
and their children's needs. " " 
Only five per~cent of all ex-wives and 18 
per cent of those with young children are  
. awarded alimony payments and only 
abeut one-third of the ordered amounts are 
paid on time and in full, the report says• 
But studies have shown that while 
marriage breakdown usually means 
"f'menctal disaster" for women, it 
frequently gives the ex-hnsband a sub- 
stantial increase in living standard. 
In her report, Dulude analyses existing 
laws and customs governing marriage and 
divorce and gives opinions on their ef- 
fectiveness or fairness. She does not 
present a comprehensive list of recom- 
mendations ora single course of action for 
women or governments. 
However, am/rag other things, she calls 
for fairer and less arbitrary criteria by 
whicl~ courts can determine maintenance 
orders. 
Arts versus oil- 
setting priorities 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  It is 
more important to have a 
Canadian-made culture 
than a Cansdian-set price 
for crude oil, the annum 
banquet meeting of the 
Canadian Conference of 
the Arts was told Thur- 
sday. 
And Communications 
Mhdster Francis Fox drew 
• hearty applause for saying 
just .what delegates had 
spent he whole day trying 
to put into concrete terms. 
Delegates grumbled 
over a fuzzy statement of 
conference strategy 
calling for culture to be put 
policy is to be announced 
by the end of May and he 
said the government will 
press ahead as soon as it 
can with a revision of 
copyright law. 
A few hours before the 
banquet, Fox told the 
Commons committee on 
communications and 
culture that the cultural 
industries now account for 
one per cent of Canada's 
gross domestic product, as 
much as chemicals, tex- 
tiles and aerospace in- 
dustries together. 
PROVIDES JOBS 
Arts and cultural affairs 
RESULS'--"--'--~ Wednesday, May 2 ' ~. 
ISt - Roland Gagne & May M CFar]and : : 
2 nd - Glen '& Alice Bannister 















& J87652 " 
you declded last week that the Sta~man Con. 
"ve~ti0n was worth adopting than You ~ve Pro~,blY 
already asked the qu .estion; ~Wu ~I~ w~at do you doll 
you really Want to play In e/u . 
Actually, most 0f the time, when yea I la~ ~f len  
points to playin'no trump you stmply m~m~uo 
your club suit.. It is worth more points to pray In n o 
• trump, anyway.. 
It is only when your hand is very ~ ~.verY 
strong thaty0u might wish to play in clu~, etmer a 
slam or part ocore. It you can make five clubs, you 
con mushy make three no trump. . . j.. 
,. There ~e two ways to deal with the above hanna.m.. 
'response to One no trump from partner, So.me.: 
players Jump to three clubs to show a. weak ha~. 
with long clubs and partner is obliged m pass. 
l~'efer to use the jump bid to indicate astrong hand 
with interest in a club slam. It can be used for 
diamonds, too. .. . . .  
With the above hand, I would respond two clubk,' 
which partner.assumes is Stsyman. And so do the 
opponents. He bids two spades howing his four- 
card major. I then bid three clubs which completes 
the weak sequence. Partner understands that the 
only contract that I expect to be reasonable is thr~ 
clubs. 
So, just I~ve a ~at  with your partner- decide 
which method you want to use and come to 
Caledonia School on Wednesday, at7:30 p.m. to try 
it out. 
Hormone a help 
for short children 
"back on the national activity, he added, was one hormone, researchers say. 
'~a '" ' " . . . . .  fie wh" sho d Some children who ~ genda and made lists ,o(,.,, !~ ~¢~. ~. n#~, . , .  ~r~. r---- ~,t..~ a~...~ 
- -  ° - u • in a "'me f recess--  ° " "  " ' "  °'~"~ '=~" proposals mr government c t u o mn ders In " ,ewo"  ",ear 
action to aid the arts The~ and unemployment . . . .  -" " /  -'.. 
. . . . . .  " ~ because it is an ira- rtant romeo rencase aria use me 
prop .s  wm..ue re^~ew~ creatur of ~'bs po hormone go undiagsosed 
~gL MIU  a l l l lM l l l  i I I~ '~MU~ D jv  , 
fmal,T~eesion today. Fox said a ~0-mili/on 
Fox was making his program development 
fourth annual - -  and fund for television laun- 
perhaps las t -  report on ched last July 1 has 
the progress of  govern- already prompted $112 
meat cultural affairs mflllon in film work thi~ The children involved 
policy to delegates 
representing 600 national 
and local arts 
organizations and as many 
individual artists, ad- 
ministrators and patrons. 
He spoke of "the end of a 
mandate." It is possible a 
new go~eroment, with a 
new ~ communications 
minister, will.be hi office 
before the arts conference 
meets again. 
But Fox also Spoke as 
though policy development 
will continue along the 
lines he has set. A new film 
year .  
He said the ne~ 
copyright law white papel 
is an important milestone 
the first revision in 60 
years and intended to 
protect the creators of 
intellectual work~ in an 
age of mass media elec- 
tmnic~ communication. 
Fox said the copyright 
law proposals had ~been 
hailed in Quebec: with 
extraordinary enthusiasm, 
while in English Canada 
they had been greeted with 
"the great Canadian 
yawn." 
CHICAGO (APt - -  More the growth hormone on 
abnormally short children such children. It suggested 
now could benefit from that doctors not prescribe 
treatment with a growth hormone therapy for them 
until more re .arch  
done. ~ / ' 
In ~ m'e ;st~'~y, S~v~n~ 
patients not considered,, 
deficient in growth her- 
mane by usual standards 
because usual tests are not were found to have 
sensitive nough to detect ' disorders in the way their 
the problem, doctors aid bodies secreted the her- 
in today's Journal of the mane, doctors aid. " 
Amer ican ' Medical ' POSITIVE RESULTS 
Association• ' Six of the seVen began to 
Saturday 9PM CHANNEL 
may suffer "social em- 
berrassment and anxiety" 
as a result of being so 
short, said the doctors, led 
by Dr. Barry Berou of the 
National Institutes of 
Health in Bethesda, Md 
If such cl~Idren can be 
treated, "there could be 
substantial psychological 
benefits," the doctors aid• 
However, an ac- 
componying editorial in 
the Journal said it is not 
known whether there 
might be harmful effects 
from the long-term use of 
3/7 
grow much more rapidly 
when they were g iv~ 
human growth hormone 
replacement therapy for 
six months to two years. 
"Our studies indicate 
that there is a group of 
short children who, 
although not  growth- 
hormone deficient, by 
classic definition, do not 
secrete an adequate 
amount of growth ormone 
during a 24-hour period;" 
the researohers said. 
"We urgently need more 
practical methods of 
measuring partial 
deficiency of . growth 
hormone secretlon," said 
the editorial, 
Lot tery  ' 
terminal." 
seized  
MONTREAL  (CP) .-? 
LorD-Quebec made •gOOd on 
its promise Thursday and 
removed retailer Ralph 
Damato's , pr0vlnclal 
lottery validating terminal 
because he is a i l ing 
tickets for the new fe~leral 
Sport Select baseball pool. 
Damalo is the : first 
retailer in Quebec to haVe 
his terminal removed for 
agreeing to sell tickets 
other than Loto-Quebec's. 
"This country is sup- 
posed to be a democracy, 
not a dictatorship," said 
D/Bmato, a 44-year-old 
convenience store owner. 
"But ~to~uebec is telling 
us what to do, what wecan 
and cannot se l l "  and I'm 
mad .~d ~ disgusted at 
what's ~ ~ening." 
Damato said two Loto- 
Quebec officials w~lked 
into his store Thursday 
afternoon and Pve  him 
hours to get rid of the Sport 
.Select ickets, which went 
on sale Tuesday, or lose his 
terminal, 
"After selling more thm~ 
100 (Sport Select) tickets in 
Just one day, the S I~ 
Select offer is.Just toO'goOd 
Quchee tickets ' .'not 
p rovess~by a termhlal. 
_ l :  i I 
~/.i,:.:~:, dor lkmi  :dd lgkt ,  ': p renMl , .  +:.:(:::: .~ii "~+ :~ ~: '::"~ i.....~.~+.....: ~+U. ,~....~-+.., ;~,..:-,:,~....:=,:.';.:, ,.::~. 
" eating better 
by BEVERLEY HOLDEN 
I 
- . :i . by BEVERLEYHOLDEN ' 
• The making, and use of yogurt is a subject hat 
could fill a book and in fact, there are excellent 
books that deal with the subject quite thoroughly, 
The easleet, mcst roliable way to make yogurt is " 
with an electric yogurt-maker, and if you want no 
hassles mid are ~/ery busy, ltis to be reenmmanded. ' 
But there are lots of other cheaper, ingenious ways 
,to maintain, the warmth necessary to yogurt 
culture: electric heating pad, warming oven or 
shelf, styrofoam container, or beside the woedatove. 
A few helpful tips to head off disaster: 
I) use only clean, sterilized jars . 
2) don't use "start" containing stabilizers (funny 
, names ca, label). 
3) use only fresh (odorless) non-instant drted mlik 
(never instant) 
4) keep temperature between 95-125 degrees F
5) don't bump it 
6) heat Just until set, ahd cool qniokly 
The basic recipe: 
Yogurt (makes 4 quarts or 16 cops) 
1 cup plain yogurt 
4 cups dried skim milk 
Enough warm water to fill 4 quart jars to"2" from 
the top , + 
4 quart Jars with lida 
* One last thing: when buying commercial Jo~rt ,  
,READ LABELS.  Contents should include only 
yogurt culture and nflik. Anything else is stab- 
bilizers and cheap fillors that shortchange you 
nutritionally and financially. 
i And opeak~ of yogurt, I would like to share my 
favorite dessert recipe: a wonderful cheese pie. It 
]s fMt and eaSY, especially if you use your own pre. 
made granola crust, as well ,as very nutriclous: 
• pro te~n for: dossertl 
PdSodta cheese Pie : " :  • ..... 
'1 )  ~prepere pie crust, either whole wheat (pertly 
baked .400 degrees F for 7 min.) or granola. 
2) To: 2 c. riectta cheese (or smoothly blended 
cottage cheese) 
Add:: 
4 eggs, one at n time ½ tap. sait- ' ' 
.½ e ;honey I tap. vanilla 
B~f  well, pour intb'erest, dust with cinnamon, and 
hake 350 degrees F unt/l set (26 rain.) 
3) !Stir together:. 2 tbsp. honey. 
1½e yogurt :½ tap. vanilla 
Pour ~"  pie and bake anot-hel" iS~in_-C--oo]- . . . . . .  
• Whole Wheat Pie Crust 
Stir tegether: .., 
1½ e whole wheat flour 
½ e wheat germ 
I tap. salt 
Cut in: % c butter 
Sprinkle in and stir: % c cold water. 
• Divide and roll out. Makes two 8" bottom crusts. 
You'll really enjoy the full, nutty flavor of whole 
wheat crust and it is doubly eatistylng to know i~a~ 
dcsae~t is contributing more than empty calories to 
your diet. An even more untricious crust for cheese- 
cake type pies can be made from granola, Without 
the raisins, the following recipe is excellent.., ff yon 
cab k bep the kids from polishing it off at breakfastt 
Grun~ia. (makes 14 cups) . . 
Mi~ ~ !arge bawl: 
o C!~e flak.e rolled oats I c wheat germ . +. ; 
-1 c Sunflower seed 1 c chopped nuts 
I c shredded coconut . 
1 c non-instant sk im mi lk  i~vder , • ~ 
- Melt together and stir into dry mix: - -  
1C heney ~ ' 
l 'e: vegetable oil . . 
Spread on 2 cookie sheets and bake 250 degrees F, • 
• Stirring eceasienaily until lightly browned. Let 
cgoL ~Add (optional): I c raisins or chopped ates. 
' store' in airtight container. , 
Northern Delishis carries an interesting selection 
ot books dealing With foods and nutrition as well as 
other aspecis*of healthful living. Come in and 
browse. And be sure to try some Nancy's Honey 
Y~.  It's a very special t~eat. 
I 
NORTHERN DELIGHTS NATURAL FOODS 
Is You R whole foods co-op selling organic produce and a 
wide selentlon of packaged and bulk natural foods. 
Come and visit with us. 
Winner in 
Chess match. 
NEW:YORK (AP) --  
Grondmaster Roman 
IkindflChnshvm has won 
/the $18,000 first prize in the 
New :York international 
~Chees : Tournament, a 
'competition that attracted 
playea's frem 10 countries. 
~ Dduddcknshvill, an 
:emigre from Soviet 
'Georgia and the current 
:U.S; on.champion, scored 
:sevon points in the nine- 
round 'competition that 
attracted 23 8rundmasters 
:'-- the highest itle-holders 
in che~ short of world - 
champion - -and  26 in- 
ternational masters. 
, i 
' Tho Herald, F r lday,May 4, 1984, Page 7 :~ 
• , ", ~..:'/ .,, ., Sat• ~ening"~ 1:30 p.m. 
' ~mm~nlng- S:30am 
' :': 'i":'i'.- 10:00am 
mw,,mm  1:: ++++ ...... r~;;~IsT'.:LtrraEa/m ,/:,};~:~ !:':. iCHURCH ' " . 
US PUT :':' ", '/'(, ,~•+:,,+~:', mo ~' 3229 Sparks St. 
0~ THE MAT I ~ I (Corner of 
I Sparks& Park} rot v0ot ,.. i 
" ; ~ ~  I 9:~ a.m. - -  Sunday 
Church School~ 
~4.~. ,~. j~  / worship service. 
..... / --Holy Communion. the 
first Sunday of each 
month. 
, , : , j= , . , ,  , ~ Choir, Conflrm,tion, 
Youth, Adult Classes, 
N~n's and Ladles' Bible 
L Pklnl ANN - 635.1140 'J Studies. 







d ~ I ~ SALVATION 
A~ ~l ~.  ARMY 
q~ |~,~ 637 Walsh Ave. 
V 635.2626 or 
635-5445 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
9:30 a.m. - -  Sundw 
School for all ages. 
tl:00 a,m. - -  Family 
Worship 











Reverend S. VanDsalen 
Spa~ks Street & 
Strauma Avenue 
Sunday Schml. - -  10 
a.m. . 
Worship,services- 11 
a.m, and $ p.m., 
Listen 'to the Back to 
God Houi' every Sunday 




Corner of Halllwell 
and N. Thomas 
9:4S a.m. 
Bible Teaching 






Wednelday g:00 ' . 
Home Blble $todles 
"You Are Walceme 






Rev. David Martyn, 
B.A.,.M. DIv. 
Service - -  lh00 o.m. 
Nurser;/to Grade 6--  11 
o.m.  





Pastor P~/ul Mohnlnger 
Home 635.5309 
Corner of Sparks & 
Kelth • - 
• 9:~ a.m. --  Sunday 
School 
11:00 a,m, -- Morning 
Worship. 
ST. MATTH EW'S 
ANGL ICAN 
' CHURCH 
4725 Lszelle Avenue 
635-9019 
• SUNDAY SERVICES 
9,:00 a .m. -  Holy 
Communion 
10:00. a .m. - -  Sunday 
School " 
I1:00 e.m, -- Family 




Healing prayer every. 




PaStor dH3~.n~rY1232Bart .so. h 
Services - -  Sat. 9:30 
a~m. - -  Sabbath School 
(~nday School). " 





meeting B..C. education requirements. 
2. An experienced and qualified Christian staff 
with an excellent student-teacher ratio. 
3. A school that encourages students to express 
Christian love and appreciation for each other. • 
4. A well equipped school with spacious playground. 
Kindergarten applicotions are now being 
accepted. Drop into our OPEN HOUSE 
9:00AM - 3.00- PM Thurs., May 17 
Call: . . 
Pr,nc,pal: Mr. Luke Janssen 
• • 1 635 '6173 (after  pm) 
: For Informatlo~i,Concerning registration'for glra~les!~.- ~.:i ,i:~  : :ii: 
Mr. I.ul,, Jonssen S3$.6173 (after 3:0Op'm) 




Pastor Arnold Peters 







Pastor John Caplln 




9:45 Sunday School 
!1:00 Morning Worship 
7:00 Evening Service. 
Rt0Und'/Terr ce omd Kitimot 
i 
° o f  Your  Choice, 
B.C.'s only hospital 
designed exclusively for 
the care of children, of- 
faring the most up-to-date 
facilities available for 
p remature  babies,  
children with severe in- 
juries, cancer, heart 
disease ~nd other life- 
threatening illnesses. 
Children's• Hospital is 
looking for better ways of 
treating ,,and preventing 
illness. A'*new research., 
centre now:under con- 
struction, will provide 
opace where scientists can 
seek answers to questions 
about he causes and cures 
of children's diseases. 
As every parent knows, 
caring for children takes 
II I 
money as well as ldve. 
Children's Hospital Day, 
May 12 will raise ad- 
ditional funds needed for 
completion of the research 
centre. Your school, 
service group or club can 
contribute by creating a 
special event on May 12th. 
" Ideas include a fair, 
parade, bike-a-thon, 
buggy-a-thon, auction, or 
- contest. Call 874-6464/or 
write: B.C.'s Children's 
Hospital, 4480 Oak Street, 
Vancouver, B.Ct VSH 3V4. 
Tuesday, May 15 to 19 
What do such luminaries 
as Paul Horn, Celia 
Franco, Leon Bibb and 
• Tom Kerr have in com- 
mon? They' will all ap; 
pear at the B.C. Festival of 
ibe Arts, in Penilctna, May 
15 to 19, with more than 
1,700 artists, musicians, 
actors, dancers and 
singers: o 
Finalists from over 70 
regional playdowns are 
selected to represent their 
communi t ies  in Penti.cten. 
• They will compete with the 
best in their disciplines, 
• taking part in workshops 
and master classes, 
During the week-long 
event there will be: 24 
plays, an exhibit o f  400- 
.paintings, sculptures and 
photos, 50 music, dance 
and vocal performances, a 
crafts fair featurinb 
pottery, batik and' stained 
g lass ,  plus live en- 
tertainment, a fibre-arts 
f I 
fashion show, and three 
plays by B.C. student 
playwrights. 
IN KITIMAT 
The month of May 
Kltimat Museum event! 
The exhibit Finland: A 
Personal Perspective 
presented by the Finnish° 
Canadian Club of Kitimat 
will beoo display May 1-30. 
All Museum and Finnish 
Canadian Club members 
and their guests are in- 
vited.- The Kitimat 
Museum is also showing 
the exhibit David Douglas: 
Plant Explorer of the 
Pacific Northwest, May 1 
to June 9. 
,~ Squash Referees' 
Clinic w Ul be held May 16 
at Tamitik. This includes 
Rules, Scoring and 
Sunday at Tamitik Arena - 
skate rentals are 75 cents a 
peir. On Sunday, May 6 
from 6:30 to' 8:00 p.m. 
music is provided by Bob 
:Gray. Bob who volunteers 
his time and equipment for 
these sessions. 
1 
Are you looking forward 
to Delta King Days? As 
well as  the feature Raft 
Race, there will be a 
lacrosse tournament, a
racquethail-squnsh 
tournament and a casino 
night. 
Refereeing with instructor I .'. . . . . . .  - ,  - . . . .  : . 
Frank Johansen from i | ." | 
prince Rupert. | |  " " . | |  
Registration is $5.00, Pre- " l l  • r'--~r'~r--~r'--~ ~ ^ r-~ c-~ r ' -~:~.  I I  
register with Bob Ormerod a|  [ . r l . 'dL_~i l~ ' [ .~ / .~__~_~L_~P.~ II 
( ~ ' ~ 2  ' ' ' " l li - " " l l T ;T~E " . . . .  ] i  i 
• Th.e Red Cross Smart : ' i l  ~rmr~r ,a~r .~ . ll~' 
Craft Safety  Surv iva l  • I I  u ~,u ,~.v~.~va II 
Instructors Course wm be I I  ~r ,~ '~,~,~, ~,~,~,~ I I  :~ 
held May13 from ga ,m. to I I  " ' "  " " " = = " ~ '  I I~ .  - 
1 p.m., a course  for those  , "  [ |  . . . . . . .  , • .. "q+ • ~ r . ~: ] l  .~  
who want to teach others ':!' I I  ~ - ' . . % ' Y . * " - : I I , ~ ; ; '  
about small motor boats; .~ I I  ~ . . . . . . .  " '~" :  I I  
mw~atsandcanoes. The' II ' ...... ;;,.'-~.~7~7.';.~.. . . , if 
cost is $~0.00. For in- II -'~-".'.-_'_'----'" / I! ('! 
fo rmat ion  contact  | |  Tl~el~llyNerald [| ~ 
Tamitik. I I  3010 KBlUm St . . . . .  I1 ~ 
Roll'erskating runs ~ I /  " .  : - ' '*: " .  I I  
Friday, Saturday and . ~  ~. 
• -and seniors 
3602 SPARKS ST.. 
• (Ki ndergarten. Gr, 7 ) 
• CENTENNIAL CHRISTIAN 
SCHOOL 
• : .  + : : • 
• HedleyStampDny starts 
at 9:30 a.m. Sunday, May 
6. There will be a trivia 
contest, an historic walk, 
an 'art show, historic 
displays, a crafts sale, a 
beer garden, dancing, 
pony rides for the children, 
a special sermon of 
historical interest, a pie- 
eating contest, a spike- 
driving contest, and drama 
by the Nicolodeen Players. 
. Further information is 
available from Ms. Helen 
Moore, Secretary, Hedley 
Heritage Arts and Crafts 
Soclety, P.O. Box 218, 
Hadley, B.C. er by phoning 
292-8525 or 292-8572. 
Friday, May 11 
The University of British 
Friday, May 4 Columbi'a Chamber  
The Terrace Canada Singers will visit Terrace 
Employment Centre for Fridhy, May 11. They will 
Students, located at 4632 dos school per~omanee at 
• LazelleAVneue, is having th6 R.E.M. Lee Theatre, 
an open house on Friday,." and an evening concert for 
May 4, from 3'00 p m to the public also at the 
4:30 p.m.  'S tudents ,  R,E.M. Lee Theatre. . 
emnl~,,ers homeownors -' EsinbllshecL In 1964, me 
and'a'~von'~ who ~ ~-. group , .  :a ~-volee ~o i r ,  
terested in what the made up ofstudests from 
Student Employment the University's depart-. 
Centre does in this merit of music under the 
• community are cordially direction of Professor 
invited. Cortland Hultberg. . The  
• choir performs avariety of 
Sdturday, May 5 works ranglng'frommuslc 
REVEEN,  'The Im- of the baroque era to 
pessiblist' akes over the ~esent day 'pep' and jazz 
stage of the R.E.M. Lee arrangements. 
Theatre at 8 p.m. The public perfonnanoe 
Saturday, May 12 at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
The Terrace & District starts at 7:30 p.m. and is 
Arts Council have signed sponsored by the Terrace 
a contract with the &DlstrictArtaCoundland 
National Arts Centre the Northwest Singers. 
'Orchestra (Canada's Tickets, at $2.00 adults, 
finest Symphony) to  $1.00 children aM Senior 
perform at the R.E.M. lee Citizens, will be on sale at 
Theatre in Terrace on the door Just before the 
May 12, 1984. concert. 
Franco Mann/no will saturday, May 12 
conduct. The program Coming to Terrace 
will include suck. well from Ottawa, Canada's 
known- classics as renowned symphony 
Rcssini's "Overture to  orchestra, the National 
Barber of Seville as well Perta Centre Symphony 
as  :Mozart andr-Men- :Orckcstra, on Sa~y,  
deisaohn Symphmdes. ' : '~12,  1~!4, at8 p.m, at 
Tickets will he on sale the ItEM Lee Theatre. 
for Christmas gifts in the The program includes 
Skesns Mall. Mail order, works by Rossinl, Mozart, 
tickets are available by S c h a f e r ,  a n d 
writingtoThe Terrace&. Mendelssohn. Obtain. 
DistrictAi'taCotmcil, B~ advance t ickers '  by 
35, Terrace, B.C. writing to the .Terrace 
Prices for this ~elting and District Arts Council, 
performance will be Box 35, Terrace, VSG 
$10.00 for adults (in ad- IA2: MI for students and 
-vance)  $1~-.00 (at the mnior citizens, $10 for 
door); $8.00 for students idults. 
- -  iors (in advance) SatU'r~ay, May 12 
$10.00 (at the door). The Kitimat NDP Club 
Sunday, May S will hold a spring dinner 
It's an cld.fashiened fair dance- Rod and Gun Club, 
with a flair - that's Hadley., Saturday May 12, 7:30p,m. 
Stamp Day on Sunday, to I a.m. with a special 
May 6. Hadley is situated guest speaker and a pot 
half-way between Prin- luck supper. Tickets are 
coLon and Keromus on SlOper person. Everyone 
X-l~wa]~ 3. To celebrate is welcome. For further 
an histoHeevent,.~the 80~ information call 632-7039. 
anniversary of the Safurday. May l2 
operation of the' ore- Plans to celebrate B.C.'s 
crmhing stamp batteries Children's Hospital Day, 
at the Daly Reduction Mlll, Satorday, May 12 include 
the Hedley Heritage, Arts emphasis on .community 
and Crafts Society has involvement .in British 
..-plaffned ' a .... day/ of.'*celuinbid~ ";~":' ~~:~ "~'~'+' 
celebration. ' Children's Hospital i s .  
I 
Paa~ m. Th~.Horild, Friday, May 4, 1984.. 
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Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 
A temporary financial set... 
back is followed by new 
chances to improve income. 
Partners are supportive of 
your activities. 
TAURUS ~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Do not let a fear of being 
hurt keep you from love's op- 
, portunities today. Forget the ' .  
past so the future may he 
born. 
O~VaNi H~-  
(May 21 to June 20) 
You're subject o moed sw- 
ings now. Don't let them 
alarm you; just try to find a 
comfortable place in between. 
CANCER ®¢:~ 
(June 21 to July 22) 
You may be disappointed in 
a child or a romantic interest, 
yet these factors shouldn't 
keep you from welcoming new 
fun opportunities. 
(July22toAug. 22) 
No sense in pretending to he 
something you're not, for a ge- 
nuine chance for self- 
realization presents itself to- 
day. 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 
You're a bit too intense 
about a financial matter. Let 
go and you'll find a positive 
solution. Give intuition a 
chance. 
TAmus U ~  
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
A partner feels stronger 
about a matter than yo ,  
realize. Adjust your thinking 
accordingly. Give others the 
benefit of the doubt. 
GEMmi l I~  
(May 21 to June 20) 
You're inclined to overlook 
something and then worry 
about it excessively. It's not 
that had, but it does require 
your attentinn. 
VANCE. ®¢:~ 
(June 21 to July 22) 
If you treat somebody light- 
ly today, you'll find out there 
is more to this person than you 
were aware of. Live and learn. 
( July 23 to Aug. 
It won't ake much to please 
a family member. When you 
see this face light up with joy, 
you'll understand why it was m~poe.mt. 
Mar. 21to Apr. 19) 
The opportunity is there, but 
you must pursue it. Com- 
promise is in order in dealing 
with mutual financial in- 
terests. 
TAURUS U ~  
(Apr. 20 toMay 20) 
If you feel stymied, don't 
stew about it. Take action. 
Give and take is required in 
close relationships. 
GEMn~ I I~  
(May 21 to June 20) 
Luck comes your way, but 
don't lord it over others. You 
can afford to be humble, now 
that you have the chance to he 
proud. 
CANCER ®¢~ 
(June 21 to July 22) 
You'll run the gamut of emo- 
tions with a close tie today. 
From up to down and back 
again means this is a serious 
relationship. 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 
It's hard to please 
everybody and that includes 
yourself today. Do what's best 
for all concerned. Luck comes 
through work. 
vmc+ 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
You'll go to someone/or ad- 
vice and end up giving it. Sen- 
sitive egos require care and 
consideration today. 
LIBRA ~ 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
Some good luck comes 
financially, but you may 
disagree with a close tie on 
how to handle newly acquired 
funds. 
SCORPIO I ~  
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
You and a partner are beth 
striving for center stage to- 
day. It's really time for a duet, 
though. Accent eamwork. 
SAGrrrA~IUS ~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
At times, you feel like 
withdrawing today. Dou't play 
peek-a-boo with life. Financial 
luck shouldn't he broadcasted. 
CAPRICORN , ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Social life is active, but not 
everyone will be considerate. 
Don't expect everyone to like 
you. Some do, though, teday. 
AQUARIUS ~,~ 
{Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) " ' .~ml  
You'll need the right timing 
tu come out on top caroerwise. 
When to speak out and when to 
be silent are considerations 
now. 
FOR SATURDAY, MAY 12, 1984 
vmo 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Being too critical could real- 
ly hurt. someone's feelings. 
Fun opportunities arise that 
• put you in a better frame of 
mind. 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
Don't be tightfisted aheut 
money, for spending more 
than you'd care to can lead to 
happy times for loved ones. 
SCORPIO m ,~t¢. 
~ (O~t. 23toNov. ~.1) "v~-  
uenulne affection comes to 
you if you .can get over a 
tendency' to tes t  others' 
sincerity. Give love a chance 
to grow. 
sAGrrrARms ~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Social life is to your lildug, 
but he careful not to overdo r 
you'll miss out on half the funl 
Flaances improvenow. 
CAPRICORN ,.,,--, ~ 
(Dec.22toJan.19) ~ k1~ 
A career opportunity comes 
from an unexpeoted quarter. 
Don't be so hard on a frientl! 
Evening spells good t im~ for 
an! 
FORSUNDAY, MAY 13,1984 . . . . . . .  
AQUARIUS. ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Worrying about a career 
matter can diminish your par- 
ty mood. Still, you'll have hap- 
py times alone with your 
nearest and dearest. 
(Feb, 19 to Mar. 20) 
If you get negative advice, 
cimnces are it's from someone 
who's jealous. Throw Off 
discontent and join friends for 
celebrations. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
highly creative, yet inclined to 
s~mtter your energies. You 
have a knack for making 
fdenda and this quality will 
help you get to the top of your 
field. You're not always wise 
in the handling of your funds 
and may meet with extremes 
in fortune. However, you have 
better judgment in the 
management of others' in- 
terests and would make agood 
banker. You do better on your 
own than in partnership. Your 
promotional talents bring you 
success in sales, publishing 
and advertising. Birth date of: 
Yogi Borra, baseball player; 
Howard K. Smith, news 
analyst; and Burt Bacharach, 
composer. 




A family member raises ob- 
jeetions to a career idea of 
yours. After some rethinking 
• you know you're on the right 
track. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Finding the right words to 
exprt, ss your thoughts is at 
fil~'t + difficult. An adviser 
seems to put you on course. 
(Aug. 23toSept. 22) 
An idle chat leads to 
something important. When 
an insight comes out of 
nowhere, you'd better  
capitalize on it. Use creativi- 
ty. 
LmRA .n .~ 
(Sept. 23 to OCt. ~.) 
A mistake may be pointed 
out to you and you'll be happy 
to hear about it. You'll gain a 
whole new perspective. 
SCORPIO nb~ 
~(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Don't quibble abeut tittle 
things. In this !stance, it's 
beneath your dignity. Lot in- 
tuition flow. You don't have to 
be on guard. 
sAGrrrmms ~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dee. 21) 
You can see both sides of the 
question. That is why'it is im- 
portunt that you take a side. A 
. hunch regarding finances is 
correct. 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
A superflelal type .~ throws 
you off balance for a .tittle 
while, but you know where 
FOR MONDAY, MAY 14,1984 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
You'll have to be tactful 
with those whose basic 
philosophies differ 'from 
yours. Luck, though, does 
come through friends. 
YOU BORN TODAY lmve 
an unconventional side that 
you do not always reveal to 
others. You crave excitement 
and like an intellectual 
challenge in your work. You'll 
YOU BORN TODAYare 
beth practical and creative, 
but at times have difficulty 
reconciling these qualities. 
You need a higher goal than 
simply making money to keep 
you motiv~ited. You have a 
philosophic bent and are often 
drawn to ~'it~g, teaching 
and criticism. Your ad- 
ministrative talents find a 
natmal outlet in such fields as 
law, pouties, and religion. You 
are happiest, though, in some 
• artistic; field,+Birth+4ate+of: 
." Stovie~wonder, singer; + Joe 
Louis, boxer; and Daphne du 
• Maurier, author. 
stand out as one who does his 
own thing, once you learn to 
specialize. Too often, though, 
you simply settle for what 
chance throws your way. You 
can succeed in business and 
are often drawn to brokerage 
and law. Innately dramatic, 
you have natural affinity for 
the theater. Birth date of: 
Bobby Darin, singer; Gabriel 
Fahrenlmit, pbysieist; and 
Patriee Munsel, singer. 
- - . - . _ -~ , ,  ~ ~  - . . . .  , ,~( 
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fled person to care for 
her precious baby. 
A thoughtful inquiry 
would certainly turn up 
And then we" wonder; . . . .  
I0 years later, why our 
children bave'so many 
problems. Have we offer- • 
ed them a start in life 
that  makes them feel 
loved and wanted? Did 
~, they get the early nur- 
turing that every haman 
needs? 
I hope this le t ter  
(which already Is much 
too long to be printed In 
your colunm) will wal~.e 
up some of those worg-  
ing  mothers. Do they 
know what quality of 
care their  youngsters 
are getting while they 
are out mak ing sure 
their, college educatlen 
doesn't "goto waste': 
Thank you, Ann Land- 
ers, for letting me have 
my say. I feel so much 
better for having writ- 
ten rids letter. You have 
my permission.te make 
the necessary cnang_~_ so 
that It will I~ printable. I 
am not much of a writer. 
Sincerely yours - -  A 
Reader 
I didn't cut a word. 
Your letter is going into 
the column exactly as 
you wrote it. Thanks for 
a most orovocative con- 
trlbutio~, • 
Is It possible to be in 
love with one person and 
engage in, .sex ,w i th  
another? H the answer is 
~s~lease .  explain. . - -  
Somet imes s~x has 
very little to do with 
love.. It can be the result 
of too much Scotch, an 
accumulation of hostility 
or anger toward a loved 
one, sheer biological need 
due to separation, seduc- 
tion by a smoothle, vul- 
nerab i l i ty  re lated to 
grief or insecurity or a 
loss of self-esteem. Get 
the .picture? Or did you 
get the frame? 
Aheent father 
I share  a wonderful 
relatlousldp'~vlth a man 
! love dearly. Tim and 1 
have been Ilvfag togeth- 
er three years. Every- 
thing is great except 
problem e~'eat~., by ms 
~Jdldren. "vmey uve with 
their mother but spend 
weekei~ds with us, 
Three weekends out of 
four Tim decides to work 
overtime on saturday. 
We can use the extra 
money, but  I resent  
being meal as a baby-sit- 
ter. 
Am I nuts? Do I have a' 
r ight  to . fee l  taken 
advantage o f?  P lease  
shed some H ght on ~Ids 
subject. It is begtnning to 
affect our .  relattonsldp 
and trouble is brewing. 
--  Ticked-Off In Canada 
The principal injustice 
is not that you are stuck 
with the kids, but that 
their father chooses to 
work rather than spend 
time with them. 
Point this out to Tim. 
You can be sure his chil- 
dren are aware of his 
preference, which Is de- 
I 
structlve t~o a relation- 
ship that probably can 
use some improvemem. 
Pronunciation tips 
-~. x was Juterestodin the 
l e~ ~rom readers who 
-: w-re aunoyed.beea.u~_ so  
many people mmp.r~ 
nounce the name ot a 
city or state. You car- 
• reddy _l~_inted out that 
Lou isv i l le  • should be 
"Loo-I-vul" and Missouri 
Is "Mizz-oo-ra." 
,', Here  are  additional, 
cities .and states that 
often suffer at t~  hands 
.(or ~) r  ~ ~0~"  
muses. Please print them 
• mtd educate a few ndl- 
• lion people today. 
Arkansas . -  Ark-an- 
saw (not sas); 
Ltma (Oldo) - -  Lee-ran 
(not Ly-mag. . " 
Tucson- -  Too.Saha 
(not treks'as In elephant); 
New~ Orlemis :--- New. 
Orlias (not Leem); 
kune - - "  kunn 
(no~. - -  A ,S~er  
Thanks for your I!sL 
May  I add a e0up~e~ 
Chicago le not  Chick-ah- 
go. It~ S~l,KaW'go. And 
anyone i who says 
"Frisco" for san Francis- 
co should be strung up by 
the thumbs. ' 
Dear' Ann l~mders: A
close friend has been the 
victim of several unfor- 
tunate  ~ Incidents since 
last AUgust. She' has had 
• a serie's!of accidents 
(mostly.:: ~self-inflicted), 
money  problems health 
problems, trouble with 
her plumbing, electrical 
wiring, roof. and septic 
tank and acts of God 
such a~ a flood and a 
tornado. '
This'woman also has 
suffered painful personal 
losses. Her husband left 
her for.another woman 
and her son and his Wife 
are not Speaking to her 
because 'ahe refused to 
lend them mbney for a 
new car. 
Last week her home 
was  broken into and 
many valuables were 
' stolen." 
This woman told me 
recently that a neighbor 
has put a curse on her. 
She is willlng~to buy back 
the woman's good will 
for $2,000. 
The neighbvr denies 
that she has any 'super • 
natural powers but is 
willing to accept the 
money in ~an effort .to 
make my friend feel bet- 
ter and maybe "change 
her luck." What do you 
,~ay, Ann Landers? - -  
Mrs. In -Between In  
Portsmouth 
Dear I~.P.: There is 
no ev/denc~ that one per- 
son can put a curse, on 
another. ~ ' 
Bebavfaral s~4entlats 
say, hbwever, that  an 
individual who believes 
he is cursed often Invites 
calamities by  behaving 
as if they were inevita- 
ble. 
Instead of paying 
$2,000 to end the "hex," 
~nOUr f iend should Invast 
some couusciling to 
change her  mind-set, 
None of us can prevent 
the birds of sorrow from 
flying o.ver our heads, 
but we can prevent them 
from building nests In 
our hall'. 
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Tiffs morning I wit. 
nessed an unusual case of 
child almse. I t  broke my 
I was.seatcd in the 
fo r~On room, waiting 
doctor, when I no- 
t iced a rather young 
• woman e, Ang~s~Ul ~ ~o a 
magadu~ A i l t te y, 
about 9 months ore, was 
on the floor beside her. 
He was such an adorable 
child with the sweetest 
smile I'd ever seen. I was 
captivated at once. Chil- 
dren know when they 
are appreciated, and th~ 
wee one crept over to me 
and held out  his Httle 
Ida own way to p ck 
up. I ~d .  
I onserved Ms hand- 
kaft suit - -  very expen- 
sive to be sure - -  and Ut- 
fie stockings to match. 
Then I saw the publum 
dried on his sweet face, 
from ear to ear, and dirt 
mlder, his t iny linger- 
"naris. At the same mo- 
ment I lelt a dampness 
on my lap. H isd iaper  
needed cfamging. 
, I ~ed' ,~ to the 
young woman and said, 
"Your little boy needs to 
• be changed." She looked 
up at me, annoyed be- 
cause I bad Interrupted 
her reading, and snap- 
peal, "He's NOT mine. 
l'm the sitter.' With that 
she took a bottle out of 
her bag, put  it on the 
i floor and the child had to 
:,i.crawl about two feet to 
get It. When the baby fin- 
| shed  the bott le,  he 
• began to e~.  The young 
woman told him to "Shut 
up," threw a blanket 
over him and continued 
to read. 
I was Just about to 
take him on my lap when 
she swooped the young- 
• ster up and mid In a loud 
voice,, '9'he heck with 
th is• My appofatment 
was  15 minutes ago 
. . . . .  " She left, carry- 
fag the baby on her hip 
into the ' 40-degree 
weather without a cap or 
a coat, 
I wonder  what th (  
child's mother  wou ld  
have thought had she 
witnessed that scene. 
How can a mother  
leave her precious baby 
with someone so uncur- 
fag and callous? Is a sec- 
ond car, or a home In the 
suburbs, THAT Impor- 
rant? Or, if she really 
must work, surely she 








~ Row ' 
3 Killer 
whale 
1 was recent ly  wi- 
dowed. My husband's 
death was sudden and 
unexpected.  L ike so 
many o ther  women I 
never thought it would 
happen to me, 1 won't go 
intb detail about  the 
agony and loneliness. It 
would f i l l  the entire 
R age. Besides, you 've •card it all before. 
I cannot get over the 
lack of compassion peo- 
ple have for my grieving. 
They don't want to talk 
about my husband, no_r 
will they allow me to talk 
about him. When I men- 
t ion his name,  they 
el~mge the subject and 
pretend he never exist- 
ed. Everyone says, "Keep 
busy and go out," I wish 
it were that easy. 
What should I say to 
people who ask (with a 
". big Sndle), "How are you 
doing/." What do they ex- 
'pect me to"say •when the 
l~rson I loved more than 
anyone in the world has 
• died and shattered my 
life overnight? 
I am furious at the 
Insensitivity of my fami- 
ly and friends. Any su~ 
gestious on how to cope." 
- -  Widow • • 
Too bad you are sup 
rounded by such igno- 
rance. Ob~,iously. your 
family and friends don't 
know that grief is a nor- 
mal part of the healing 
process and you need to 
• talk about your feelings. 
When asked how you 
are doing, say, " I  am 
struggling." 
Since no one will allow 
you to unburden your- 
self, pay a professional to 
listen. It is essential that 
you verbalize your" frus- 
tration and ra2e. 
v~oiq  ~:~ ,:h,4m ~. ~!~ I':~o',, ] i  
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Answertoyesterday'spuszle. 
4 Ribbon ~ Wood 
ornament  sorrels 
5 Anglo-Saxon Z3 Sentimental 
letter Z5 Yawn -. 
6 Prefix for 36 -- Baler 
natal if/Camera 
T Makesa part 
blunder 36 ---free 
8 Quarter (unpunished) 
9 Mede's 36 Fahied 10ser 
aunt 30 Kind of golf 
10 Biblical tournament 
refuge 31 Ionian city 
11 Busy one 35 Feared 
17 Male cat 38 Looked 
19 Elevator askance 
cage 40 Endeavor 
¢~ Small child 
45 He wrote 
"Py lon '  
47 Douglas 
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CItYPTOQUIP i-25 
URY ZYLEEC DEQGGC ALSSTVTS ALVYZ 
DLTW,  "T  EQDU AC RYLW."  
Yesterday's Cryplo(pflp --  DOCTOR'S APT, CONVINCING 
WARNING TO PATIENTS WAS ILL ADVISED. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: A equals M. 
Cryptoquip is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. StaBle letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
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TERRACE HOMEMAKER 
SERVICES provides 
assistance wlth household 
management and dally 
living activities fo aged, 
handlcappecl, con- 
valesrants, chronically IIh 
etc. 4530 Lakelee Ave. 




Education Ass'n. Is 
concerned with upholding 
the right to life of the 
Innocent from conception to 
natural death. Active and 
supporting members 
welcome. Phone Roberfe 
635.7749 or Mark at 635-5841. 
(ppd.301une-~l.) 
CANADIAN PARENTS for 
French (Terrace Chapter) 
Monthly meeting Is held 
every last Wednosdsy of 
every month at 8:00 p.m. st 
the Kitl K'Shen statfronm. 
For more Information call 
Cathy at 635-2151 or Sue at 
635-4691. 
(ppdS-291une) 
KSAN HOUSE is 
available to women anLI 
children who have been 
physically or mentally 
abused. If you need a 
safe temporary refuge 
call the HELP line 63S- 
6,1,17. (ppd-aprl130.84) 
THE TERRACE Foster 
Parents Association meets 
the fourth Tuesday of each 
mbnth , at Northwest 
Communlty College. We are 
a support group for foster 
parents. If you would like to 
talk to us please call Bey 




Sundays, 7.10pro 638.1362. 
(ppd-Nov84) 
WE WANT YOU to come 
and loln us, a fatally 
orlentated group, wlth 
fomlly and adult actlvltlee. 
We are a local support 
group; offering friendship, 
companiomhlp and help If 
we can to families who are 
only one parent. Come and 
loin us the One Parent 
Families Association of 
Canada. For Information 
phone Boa 635-3238 or Judy 
638.1935 Or write Box 372 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2B5. 
(ppd-131uIa, l) 
PAR ENTrS'IN'CR ISIS A 
self-help group for parents, 
seeklng to change 
desh'ucflve patterns of 
child-rearing. Weekly 
meetings. Telephone crisis 
fine - 635-SSM or write to 
P.O. Box 494 Terrace, B.C. 
(PP~.201une) 
FOOD FOR THOUGHT 
Soup Kitchen -- We provide 
free soup to those in need; 
this sorvlce Is provided by 
volunteers who . ere 
unemployed. Donations of 
food and money ere needed 
to maintain this service. 
3312 Sparks Ave. 
10am .4pro 
638-1604 
. .  (ppd2-30mar84) 
TE RRAC E WOMEN'S 
RESOURCE CENTRE 
Drop.In centre; supporf~ 
service for women; 
Information; referral; 
lending library; bookstore, 
counsell ing; support 
groups. 
4542 Park Avonuo; 
open 12.4 p.m. weekdays 
(ppd.Tmo.3OMor'&l) 
ALANON MEET INGS 
Monday at Mills Memorial 
Hospltah at Spa Phone ' 
Isabel 635-9359 or Gloria 635- 
5546. 
(ppd-23mar84) 
EVERY THURSDAY at .7 
p.m. in the Hospital Pysch 
Unit there is a movie on 
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CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY 
20 words or less $3.00 per insertion. Over 20 
words S cents per word. 3 or more consecutive 
Insertions S I .~  Par Insertion. 
REFUNDS 
First insertion charged for whether run or  not, 
AbSOlutoIy no refunds after ad has be~n set .  
CORRECTIONS 
Must be made before second insertion. 
Allowance can be med~ for only one incorrect 
ad. 
NOX NUMBERS 
$1.00 p ickup.  
$2.00 mailed 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED RATE 
32 cehts per agate line. Min imum charge SS,(Xi 
per insertion. 
LEGAL * POLITICAL ~nd TRANSIENT AD. 
VERTISINO 
37 cents per line• 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
SS.00 per line per month. On e minimum four 
month basis• 
'COMING aVRNTS . • . 
For Non.Profit'Organisatlons.'Maxlr~um 5 diyS 
inserllon prior to event for no cherge. Must bo 25 
wordsor less, typed, end submitted to our ofllce.~ 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY 
Noon two days prior to publication day, 
¢LA$SIF I IO  
|t:00 a,m. On day previous fo day Of pubiIc:otl0n 
Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH ORDER other 
th in  aUSINESSES WITH AN ESTABLISHED 
ACCOUNT. 
Service oMI ts  of SS,N 0fl I l l  N.S.F. ChlRUII. 
WEDDINO DESCRIPTIONS 
No charge provided news submitted with in 0no 
month. 
BOO S~, Terrlce, l .C .  Home Delivery 






Obituaries 6 iS  
Card of Thanks 6,00 
In Memorium 6.00 
• S)ver 60 words, 5 cents each additional word. " 
PHONE 635.6357 -- Classified Advertising 
. Department. 
• SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
Effective October I ,  19110 
Single COpy 25¢ 
By Carrier mth. $3.50 
By Carrier year 31.00 
By Mai l  ' 3 mths. 2S.00 
By Mai l  6 mfflS. 35,00. 
By Mal l  I yr.'Sa.00 
Senior Citizen I yr. 30.00" 
British Commonwealth and United States of 
America 1 yr. 65.00 
The Herald reserves the right to classify ads 
under appropriate headings and tO Set rates 
therefore and to determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the right to reviSe, edit. 
classify or reiect any advertisement and tO 
retain aoy answers directed to the Herald BOX 
Reply Service and to repay the customer the sum 
Paid for the advertisement and bOX rental. 
BOX replies on "Ho ld"  instructions not picked Up 
with in IO daysof expiry of an advertisement wi l l  
be destroyed unless mail ing instructions are 
received. Those answering Box Numbers are 
requested not fo send originals-of documents to 
avoid loss• Al l  claims of errors in advertisements 
must be received by the publisher within ~days  
• ener the first publication. 
I t  IS agreed by the advertiser requesting space " 
that the l iabi l ity of the Herald In the event of 
fai lure to publish art advertisement or in the 
event Of an error appearing Iq ?he :dvcrtis~menl 
~ puotlshed shall be l imited to the amount paid 
by the advertiser for only one incorrent insertion 
for the portion ol the advertising space occupied 
by the incorrect or omitted item only, and that 
there shall be no l iabi l i ty to any extent greater 
than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Advertisements must comply wi th  the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act which prohibits any 
advertising that discriminates against any  
ParSon because of his race. religion, sex, color, 
nationality, ancestry or place Of origin, or '  
b~CIUSE his age IS between 44 and 6S years, 
unless the condition IS Justified by e bona fide 
_reqQIrement for the work Involved. 
T • ERRACE 
KITIMAT 
h r "A k 
Classified Mail.in Form 
• Your Ad * =.= =, . , . . , . , . . , . , . . , . , . .  o . . . .  , , ,  . , . . . . . . . . . . . . , . .~ . . . , , , , . . , . ,  
Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Town . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Phone No. of Days . . . . . . . . .  
Classiflcafion ................................... Send ad along with 
20 words or less: $2 per day cheque or money order to: 
DAILY HERALD 
$4.50 for three consecutive days 3010 Kalum St• 
S6 for four consecutive days Terrace, B.C. 
$7.50 for five consecutive days VRG 2/~7 
i 
UNEMPLOYMENT 
ACTION CENTRE - -  We 
are a non;government 
agency that provides advice 
and counselling to the 
unemployed. OOr services 
are free.•lf you need help 
with Unemployment 
Insurance problems or 












Tuesday-- 8:30 p.m. 
(Open Speaker) 
Sacred HEEH Church 
4830 Straume 
Wedeesday-- 8:30 p.m; 
(Women's Closed) r 
Hospital Psych Unit 
Thursday-- 8:30 p.m. 
(Closed) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
meets every Tuesday at 
6:45 p.m. In the Skeena 
Health Unit. ' For In.. 
formation call Jonnne 635. 
7742 or Kathy 638-0497, 
(ppd6.31aug) 
PROGRAMME CAORE- 
FRANCAIS Le MIn!stere 
de L'Educaflon aftra aux 
Francophones de Terrace 
un education en Francois. 
Pour Information: J.Y. 
Paul 635.9527 L. Tremblay 
635.4832. 
.!pl-4lun) 
~2 Coming . .  
. EYents 
I i l l  i I i 
Sl.SO BROWN BAG 
SALE. Mil ls Memorial' 
H~pltal Auxiliary Thrift 
Shop. Saturday, May 5th 
11am to 4pm. Clothes for 
"the Whole Family. 4544 








Hospital Psych Unit 












4530 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace VOG 1 P4 









MEA LS-ON-WH E E LS. 
635-3170 




















JUOO CLUBS For Junior 7- 
GYMKHANA May 6, 
registration 11:30 a.m., 
starts 12 noon, Must be a 
Totem Saddle Club 
member to participate. 
Spectators we lcome.  
Canteen open. Takes place 
'at the T hornhill Com. 
munity Grounds. Further 
Information ~k~.5393. 
(nc.4may) 
IMAGES OF RIBBON N 
Blues all native fashion 
show and dinner will be 
held In conjunction with 
the Kermode Friendship 
Society's annual general 
meeting to be held at 3313 
Kalum Street on 26 May 
1984 starting at 3pm. 
New members 'a re  
~,, Welcome and election for 
..... the "board o i  dit;eck)rs 
will also be taking'place. 
Please phone 635.4906 for 
further Information. 
(nc-amay) 
NOTICE Annual general 
meeting of the Terrace 
Cerebra l  . Pa l sy  
Association. The Annual, 
General Meeting of the 
Terrace Cerebral Palsy 
Association will be held 
June 5th, 1984 at the 
Ter race  Ch i ld  
• Development Centre, 
2510 South Eby Terrace, 
B.C. The purpose of the 
meeting will be the 
eloctlon of the board of 
directors for the 1984.85 
year and submission of 
the Annual Report. In  
order to exercise the 
right to vote, persons 
must be of legal age as 
defined by the Province 
of British Columbia and 
be a member In good 
standing at least thirty 
days prior to the date of 
the Annual General 
Meeting. ~A member 
must pay the mem- 
bership fee of $2.00 30 
days prior to the date of 
the Annual General 
Meeting for entitlement 
14 years. Ju;Jitsu for adult, tO view. 
For more Informatlm call 
635-9316 and 635.9556. 
(p3-30may) 
PROGRESSIVE CON. 
SERVATIVE Association of 
Skeena. Informetlon 
Memberships. Phone 638. 
1206. 
• (p6-31aug841 
ARE YOU PREGNANT 
worried, thinking of an 
abortion? We at BIHhrlght 
would like to offer you our 
support and friendship. 
Free confidontlal 
pregnancy tests available. 
TIIIIcum Building 4721 Suite 
201 Lazelle Ave. Officer 
hours Nk)n. to Frl. from 9am 
to 11am Saturday 9am to 
1pro Phone 635-3907 anytime 
(ppd-lund, i)
.SEXUAL ASSAULT HELP 
LINE 635.4042 A 24hr. line 
for support and Information 
for victims of sexual 
assault. Office location: 
No.23238 Kelum Street, 
Open 9.4, Nk)n.Frl. 
tied-april:30-84) 
(nc.amay) 
NEW MOMSl Pregnant 
Womenl The Terrace 
Breastfeedlng Support 
Group will hold Its monthly 
meoflng on Tuesday May 8 
at 8pro at Skeons Public 
Health Unit 3,112 Kalum. 
Topic: Care of the Mother. 
Baffles are welcome. 
(nc.emay) 
TERRACE WOMENeS 
Centre end the Unem. 
ployment Action Centre, 
will be hosting an In. 
formation workshop on 
Crisis Grants for people 
rece iv ing  G.A. I .N .  
assistance, May 9, 9:30am 
• !1:30am at the Terrace 
Hotel In the Green Room. 
Free chlldcsre Is available 




Order of ~e Eestorn 
Star. Bake Sale & Raffle. 
Friday, May 18 at 2pro. 
Terrace Co.op. Proceeds to 
PLEASE SUPPORT ,. the Canadian Cancer 
(Y (  aPp(a l  (nc.10may, 
Springs 'Service Station. 
Phone 798.2459, 
, '(nc3-amay) 
TERRACE HIKING CLUB 
HIKE Sunday May 6. We 
shall be  hiking up a 
moderate trai l  to the 
alpine area, off Kalum 
East Road. Meet at 9am, at 
the library. Bring lunch, 
sun and ralngear (Be 
preparedl). A camera and 
a friend, l~lease leave your 
dogs" at home. Phone 
Jarma 635.7305 for further 
Information. 
(nc3-amay) 
NAT IONAL ARTS 
CENTRE Orchestra 
appears Sat. May 12, 8 
p.m. at REM Lee 
Theatre. Program in. 
cludes Rosslnh Mozart, 
Schafer, Mendelssohn. 
Obtain advance tickets 
Carter 's  Jewel lers,  
Skeena Mall $8 student. 
seniors, $10 adults. 
FLEA MARKET Sat. May NOTICE 
5th at 10am. Display space is hereby given that the 
available s t  $5. Hot . Skeena Federal Liberal 
20th ANNUAL : Arts 
Crafts and Hobby Show 
Sat. May 5th 1Oam.gpm; 
Sun. May 6th 1Oam.5pm. 
at Caledonia Secondary 
School. Arts, crafts, 
food, entertainment. 
(nc-amay) 
THE TERRACE & 
DISTRICT Arts Council 
and the Northwest Singers 
present the U.B.C. 
Chamber Slngers on 
Frlday, 11th May at the 
REM Lee Theatre at 
7:30pro Tickets at the door. 
(nc.11may) 
CENTENNIAL 
CHRISTIAN School an- 
neunces that Kindergarten 
registrations are~ now 
being accepted for ~ 
children of parents In- 
terested In Christian 
education. Children must  
be five years old by 
December 31, 1984. Birth 
certificates are required. 
(nc.11msy) 
THE SMITHERS Christian 
School Choir and band will 
be performing at the 
Christian reformed Church 
(corner Sparks and 
Straume) May 29 at 
7:30pro., Everyone Is 
welcome to attend. 
(nc.11may) 
DANCE REVUEg4 9th 
annual performance by 
The Vickl Parvlalnen 
Dance Students. May 251h 
at 8pm at REM Lee 
Theatre. Tickets available 
f rom the students and 
Sight and Sound or phone 
635-2142 and 625.2421. 
Prices are adults $4, 
students over 12 $3, 
children and senior 
citizens $2. Donations 
from the proceeds go to the 
REM Lee Theatre Fund. 
Come and enjoy an 
evening of entertainment 
for the whole family. 
Riding Association will 
hold a general meeting 
for the purpose of 
electing Delegates and 
Alternate Delegates to 
the National Leadership 
Convention of the Liberal 
Party of Canada to be 
held in Ottawa, June 14- 
17, 1984 as follows: 
Date: Saturday, May $, 
1984 
Time: 2:00 p.m. 
Place: Prince Rupert 
Public Library 
(Audio Visual Room) 
101.6th Ave. West 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
ELECT ION OF 
DELEGATES AND 
ALTERNATES 
The Association is en- 
titled to elect 7 Delegates 
and 7 Alternate 
Delegates. In each case 
(delegates and alter. 
nates) 2 of those elected 
must be women and 2 of 
those elected must be 




1609 Overlook St. 






• Kltwanga, B.C. 
V0J 2A0 





.... Tra~n~ort-atibh- ' • 
' and Highways 





Please be advised that, 
effective 12:01 A.M., 
Tuesday, May 1, 1984, load 
restrictions are •hereby 
rescinded on the following 
~ .road within the Terrace 
Highway District: 
Highway 16. Terrace to 
Terrace District West 
Boundary 
Normal overload per- 
mits will apply. 
All other current 
restrictions remain In 
effect. 
The purpose of this 
amendment Is to allow 
overloads on ]hat portion 
of Highway 16 West (road 
and bridges) which was 
previously restricted to 
legal loads only. 
Violators of the 
regulations and restrlc. 
tlons will be prosecuted. 
W.E. Stanley, 





WOMAN INTERESTED In 
self.improvement and 
community work are 
needed. Terrace Women's 
Jr. Chamber of Commerce 
sponsoredby Terrace 
Jaycees wishes to an- 6 
nounce the next EnoaoementB 
orgenlzatlonal meeting at 
3238 Kalum Ave. (above 
Elegsnce Fashlons) Use 
entrance on Kalum. 
Tuesday May 8th at 7pm. 
For further .Information' 
contact Donna at 638.8014 
eves. Cheryq at ~8-8004 
eves. 
(nc-amay). 
.. Minister of Transportation 
and Highways 
Dated: 
APril 30, 1984 
At: Terrace, B.C. 
(acc2.2,amay) 
•I 
• MR. • MRS. "EDWARD 
KORMENDY of Terrace 
are pleased to announce 
the engagement of their 
daughter Lori June to 
Ernest Dusdeh son of Mr. 
& Mrs. Eric Ousdal of 
Terrace. The wedding Is to 
take pl.ac.e in J'u!y~ . '  , 
~rARAGE SALE-- Fleal 
arket .  Thornh l l l l  
rlmary School. Sat.| 
ay 5 10am-2pm RaffleJ 
aw, door prlzes,I  
rummage, cor~cess!on, 
bedding plants, bake and 
T-shirt table, crafts. 
Table rental $i.0.00 per 
table. Sell your own 
wares. For further in. 
formation contact 635i 
7066, 635.3877. (plO4ma! 
GARAGE SALE'-- at the 




13 . . . .  
Personal : 
ANYBODY WITNESSING 
an accldent In •front of 
Lakelse Drugs around 8 
p.m. Friday April 27]h, 
between a blue Ford 
Plckup and a brown 
Subaru Station Wagon 





TOTAL BUSINESS ~SER- 
VICES 24 hr. Answering 
Service, Typing, Paging, 
Photocopying Alarm 











D.L .G .  PORTER 
CHARTERED AC- 
COUNTANT, Trustee in 
bankruptcy, receiver, 
l iquidator. 209.46S0 
Lazelle Ave., P.O. Box 
888, Terrace, B.C. VeG 




MATURE WOMAN TO 
WORK nights, holidays, 
weekends. Rate $5.00.hr. 
Apply Twin City Meats. 
638-1312. 
(P!O.amay) 
A NORTHERN.  
iNTERIOR SAWMILL 
requires a ' Hea¢ 
Planerman, with a! 
least l0 years ex 
perlence in main. 
fenance of high speed 
planers. 
Duties will Include: 
training and supervision 
of shift planerman and 
superv is ing  the 
maintenance of 2 
planers. 
Salary In the $3S,000 to 
$40,000 range, depen.= 
II dlng on experience, i 
i Reply to Box 1486 DO i 
|Terrace-Klflmat Dally i 
i Herald, Box 399, i 
J Terrace, B.C. VOG 2M7. i 
| (accG.11maY) i 
BABYSITTER 
REQUIRED. Starting May 




SOCietY requlres a co. 
erdlnator for K'San 
: i 
If yeu know oomeme 
who can't read this ad, 
suagest they get s 
volunteer tutor throush 
Nm'thwext Community, 
CoBeKe, 
CaN 6,~Ull ssk for 
JOHN WOOD or JOHN . 
NOONAN. 
For  I n fo r 'ma t lon 
mprdlng complete or'  
Fmrthli flUtemey. 
Help our  friend 
Improve ~their eadtn~ 





I 1  . . . .  •,• 
• Ructions ! 
I I 
I 
NO RESERVE AUC- 
TION SALE Sunda~;, 
May 6th, 2 p.m. Bikes, 
beds, chest of drawers, 
bar set with stools, table 
and chairs, ping pang 
table. Chesterfield, tools 
and lots of misc. L.W. 
Sears Auction 4106 Hw. 
16 East. 63S-7824 2:30. 
9pro. 
(pl-4may) 
T rans i t ion  House, 
~'~[rec~j B.C. (part-time 
: I~.s~tlop 20 hours per 
~ wleekl..;.Salary: S9.75.hr. 
The'-~co-ordlnator is 
responsible for staff 
• supervision, councelllng 
residents, community 
Ilason and other related 
administrative '; duties. 
For more Information 
'please call 635-6447. 
Please forward all 
resumes, no later than 
MW 4th, 1984, to: K'San 
House Society, DO 2506 
Kerr Street, Terrace, 





i Help 31 
L I m~ 
SECRETARy • :required 
for doing gene#61 office 
duties. Collections* a 
must. Apply to:• Else 
trofux Canada, 4719 
Lakelse Ave., Terrace, 
B .C .  
(accS.4ma~/) 
EARN EXTRA MONEY 
the "Fuller Brush" way. 




CANADIAN '- Summer 
Resort Employment 
Opportunity Information 
Approx. 850 potential 
employers listed across ,. 
Canada. Details, In .  
formation etc. Send 
stamped envelope to 
In ternat iona l  Em. 
ployment Service,: Box 
Petg 
54  Business 
t~k  __  =._  .rropeft9 ~ 
MISTHI  LL  HAS 
SHELTY )PUPPiESi 
(Miniature Collies) 
Blues, Trl's, Sables. Can 
be delivered to Terrace 
dog show mid-May. 
Guaranteed with con. 
tracts. Reasonable 





L For Sale 
miscellaneous 
FOR SALE--1 Kerosene 
heater.:L:lke new. Paid 





::ONE =:roD; BEOROOM 
Apts. Good rate's: Celi, 
manager .any tlme for 







1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
suites available. 
Spacious & clean. 
Extras include: Heat, 
hot water, laundry 
facilities, storage locker. 
& parking. References 
required as of FOb. 1,1~1. 
Plem phone 625-5224. 
(acc2Slan.ftn) 
4-  2 BEDROOM apart. 
ments for rent. Slog deposit 
$275 and 0261 monthly Pay 
own hydro. 3145 River Dr. 
(Thornhlll) Phone 635.3879. 
I 
i 
50 Homem ' 
• .::for S ,~ le  :, .~  
3 BEDROOM house, 
4902 Halllwelh finished 
basement, flrepla1:e, 
carport, large sundeck, 
fenced:yard, natui'al 
~s, $69,~0. Phone 
1595.. ' "  ": ~:' 
(p&llmay) 
SPLII" LEVEl.* 3 
bedroom, 3 bath, in- 
~:cludln'g 2 pce. ensulte, 
f i replace,  f in ished 
basement and fenced 
yard. 4906 Labelle Ave. 
Phone 630-481~: 
, (p2-27,~4may) 
FOR SALE BY 
BUILDER 3 bedroom 
home. FulV daylight 
basement with brick 
Ilreplace. :Location: 
PRIME RETAIL or 
of f i ce  space on 3rd Ave., 
Prince Rupert .  1500 
square feet - good terms 
- fixtures optional 
Icadlng area and alley 





IF YOU ARE looking for a 
way to earn 45-g0 per*cent 
selling women's ac- 
cessories, ptease write to: 
205, 2310 West 2rid Ave., 
Vancouver, B.C. V6K 1J1 
Attn: Ms. Olson. 
4730 McConnell Phone 
I~.$628. • : :". 
(acc2.7may) 
429, Lumby, B.C. V0E Specializing In fresh (pS.10may) (plO-9may) DEALERSHIP 
prawns. Jnseason cod, i OPPORTUNITY 
2GO. (p20:'Omay)octopus, snails, livel rmmmmmm~ I/M k l l l~ , .  ~ , ,~ .  d5 ~ . , . . .  A Distributor of fine 
crab, halibut and f ~ ! i i  i I ~ , ~ ~ ~  quality gift.souvenir REGISTERED shrimp. 1928 Bobslen towels Is Interested In 
NURSE C~s. ~ ~  ~tebllshing a dealer. 
With experience In • (p20.gmay) I ship In your area. 
community or out post This Is an excellent 
nursing, required May TENT TRAILER. soft top opportunity for persons 
1Sth, 19841n the Prince $300; Aluminum cased, 
Rupert area. double sliding windows. NEWLY BUILT 1500 sq. fromWho wantthelrtO operatehome, 
• Must be capable of 1 - 3V='xl0' - S7S ' ' I ~,t,m. : ~ - I ft. - log house In building up a profitable 
working independently. 1 - S'xl0'. $100. I _ : ~ |: /Rosswood. Located on 10  ilbusiness. 
Some travelling will Phone 638.1037. . | hm tor t  e t  I acres, l-2 aCres Cleared. ]. Small Investment 
be required. References . ' (p14may) I ~ec  . I 038,000. Phone 635.4600. required. 
essontlal. Please call or submit ' I eg er  I * " "  Write:'• First B.C. 
wr l t tenresume to: ~ I - " '77 :  i GOOD STARi .  E R rowelCo. Pare.Med Health Box •2070, Stn. A. 
Servlces, Sulte300-i460 miscellaneous I 63B.R~4~ I HOME 2 years old. Kamloops, B.C. V2B 
6th Ave.,  Prince r ~ ~ | " - - . - - - - ' "  I Partially finished on 0/4 I7K6. 
George, B.C. V2L 3N2. Phone 564.4442. WANTI~D-- Caring acre. 3 large bedrooms (accS.4mey) I . . . .  ' " on !750 sq. ft. main floor. 
(acc44may) home for 14 year old, Now~ff~ment Natural gas fired hot 







These aportmento on 




--Ioundry facilities on 
every floor 
--plenty of perking 
• -security system 






BI~DI~OOM washer and 
dryer, frldge and stove. 
$325 per month. Available 
May 1st. No pets please. 
Phone 635.9870. 
(pS-emay) 
SMALL2 BEDROOM apt. 
In Thornhlll. Self. 
contained. Frldge and 
stove. Ideal for single or 
couple. Phone 635.3166. 
View at 3727 River Drive. 
' (p3-4may) 
'ONE BEDROOM suites 
Low rents. Close to town 
'and shopping. Phone 635. 




APARTMENTS-- 1, 2 and 3. 
bedroom apartments. 
Downtown locellty. 
Complete wllh dlshwosher, 
fireplace, frldge, stove and • 
drapes. Undercover 
parking. Security entrance. 
Phone 635-9317. 
(sc~csept12tfn) 
"2 BEDROOM basement 
suite with frldge and steve. 
Close to school and town. 





FOR RENT--Old, small 
house $275 per• month. 
Phone 638.1986. 
'-: (acc.tfn) 
½ DUPLEX In town, gas 
heat and hot water. 
Fireplace, 2 bedrooms Up, 
! down. Carpets, new range 
and frldge. No pets. $450 
month. For appointment to 




town houm close to 
shopping centres and 




for Sa le  
2 BEDROOM log house, 
1200 sq. ft. on main, 1000 
upstairs In loft, One.lhlrd 
acre scenic river view lot. 
$69,000 635468 or 638.0678 
Phone after Ipm to view. 
(p11.1Smey) 
Room for two bedrooms 
upstairs. Can be viewed 




We planned It, we' built 
it, we love it ... so could 
you. 3 year old 1344 sq. 
ft. home on 4.6 treed 
acres. Be0utlful view. 
Only !.5 km from city. 
Man), special features 
Include pine ce!llng, 
fireplace, large master 
bedroom with 3 poe. 
ensuIte. 638.1321... 





FOR SALE--SIx acres of 
land. Creek running 
through the middle. The 
frontage is cleared. 
Asking $40,000. Call 635. 
7585. 
- ' (pl0-9may) 
LOT FOR SALE-- In 
Thornhei0hts .  3569 
Cottonwood Cres, $14,900 
OBO. Reply to 731 N. 
Do l la r ton ,  Nor th  
Vancouver, B.C. VTG 1N$. 
(pl0lunefrl) 
70'xl20' LOT on An. 
derson. Price• $22,00().. 
Includes labour for 
• foundation, buyers 
choice. Phone Coxford 
Construction 635-4595. 
• (~&11ma¥) 
, i  i 
54 Business 
• Prope t  
I 
FOR RENT-- S,O00 sq. 
ft. retail store. Located 
corner of Lakelse & 
Emerson • best show 
windows in town . for 
further Information 
phone 635.5333 during 
business hours. 
(acc4.aprll.ffn) 
58 Truck= & 
Vans 
MUST SELL-- 1980 Ford 
F150 4x4, 6 cyl., short 
box, new fires, canopy, 
roof rack, excellent 
condltlon, 28,000 ml. 
Asklng $7,200. Phone 638. 
1919. (p10.9may) 
1981 6 cyl. 4)(4 Chev V= ton. 
Standard shlft, canopy, 
runnlng boards and other 
extras. Low mlleage, one 




1976 FORD ElS0 Van 
$1800; 1972 Ford Torlno 




1974 I nternatlonal 
Dump Truck Contact 
C.I.B.C. in Kitlmat, 632. 
2168. Highest or any bid 
not necessarily ac. 
copied'. ' 
(acclO-16may) 
1974 FORD FIB0 Ranger 
XLT. Canopy and boat 
rack. Dual tanks. No rust. 
Excellent condition. Low 





FOR SALE-- 12x68 Villa 
iBUS INESS FOR Vista. 3 bedroom With 
ISALE-- Establlshe¢ ioey shack. Washer, 
| Jani tor ia l  business dryer, frldge, stove, 
|present ly .  grossing dishwasher and micro- 
$100,000 an nually.i 
Financial statements 
available. Operations 
Inc lude l  vend ing  
machines. Reply to Box 
148S c-o Terrace. 
Kltlmat Dally Herald, 





1979 SUZUKI ~ GS, 8000 
km Excellent condition. 







Teacher ,  certified In 








--Proven Sales Per. 
formance 
--Technical Aptitude 
---Concern for Servicing 
Customers 
--Desire to Operate' His 
Own Territory 
• . WE ARE" 
OFFERING YOU: 
--involvement In  
Maintenance and Repair 
Technology, Accepted 
Around the World by 
Ma l~ Industries Since 
1950 
--A Chance to Prove That 
You Deserve To Be Suc- 
cessful 
--A Guaranteed Proven 
Territory with Tremen. 
claus Growth Potential 
This is an opperfunlty for 
that One special individual 
to become associated with 
a successful consulting 
team for a mlnlmai ex. 
ponse lay.out. 
If you want to dlscuss 
thls pesltlon, provlde us 





No.5, 260"Ei Esplanade, 
North Vancouver, B.C. 
V7L 1A3 
(accl-4may) 
SALES PEOPLE I  
Demonstrate exclusives. 
Protected accounts. Some 
retired people also suc. 
cessful. High com. 
missions. References. Car 
necessary. Will train. Tel: 








Nolobs te smalh all lobs 
considered. Very 






COMPUTER CLASSES for 
kids. Claim start ~ May 
2$th and 29th. Logo, 
bsglnner, Inter'mediate, 
advanced and graphics 
courm. Available $25.00 
per class. Call Al's Com. 
peter Services 635.3630. 
; (n¢10-14may) 
iFINISHING CAR-I 
I PENTRY Renovations |
|&  additions. Jour-I 
|neymen " carpenter.| 
J Rate $12.00 per hcmr. J 
I Phone,~tt31. (p2O.J 
ILllone) i 
Walker gelding. Tack 
Included. Owner away at 





MAST & SAIL Wood•3 
sections. Mast 2# and 
rigging $200. Phone 638. 
1037. 
(p14may) 
FOR SALEm 20' Alums. 
Steel riverboat• with 
cabin, 403 aids 12" 
Jaccuzl end 1railer. 






Specialists In cracked 
cylinder heads and 
casting repairs. 
---exchange 4.53 or 4.71 
cylinder heads, LlI~.2T 
--Exchange 335-400 
Cummins heads c-w 
valves, SIS0.00. Cat 





1975 V.W . RABBIT, 4 
speed, radio, good con- 
dition. No rust. 60,000 
miles. S2200 OBO. Phone 
638-8251.  
(ncS-emay) 
43 For Rent 
misc. 
i 
FOR RENT-- Cement 




3222 Munro Street. For 
Information re rentals 






LARGE I BEDROOM 
apartment situated In 
Thornhlll. $250 per 
month plus utilities. Also 
need roommate for 




~achelor  Su i tes .  
wallable Immediately. 
Frldge & !tore Included. 
Sauna & recreation 
room. 635.9023 or 635. 









(ecc;.ffn.tue~l, frl) / 
wave built.in. Phone 638. 




auto., PS, PB, AM.FM 
stereo, Good condition. 
Phone Terry at 632.6191 
belwsen 9am & 4pm. 
(acc10-11may) 
1976 12'X68' 3 bedl'oom 
mobile home. Set up in 
• Terrace Trailer Court. 
8'xi0' addition, 5 ap. 
pllances, good condition. 
Asking $17,000. Phone 
638.1307 after 5pm. 
(pl0-4may) 
REPOSSESSION I 
For sale 1981 Toyota PU| 
View at S.K.B. Auto 
Salvage, 3690 Duhan 
Rd., Terrace. Please 
forward blds to C.C.A., 
Box 1065, Terrace, B.C. 
Attn: M. Lalng. Further 




1977 VOLARE STATION 
WAGON, 62,000 km, ex- 
cellent condition, cruise 
controh power steering, 
power brakes, radio, 0 
track, 33200 OBO. 635.5860. 
(pl.4may) 
1971 TOYOTA 4 wheel 
drive, Land Cruiser, with 
hydraulic snow plow $1400. 
In good running condltlon. 
Phone 635.6836 or 635.9415. 
(p4.Smay) 
• al rJ ; Ina l t  
" Apar t ,nents  
The Herald, Friday, May 4, 1984, Page 11 
i u i i i  - 
59 ffloblle 6ORecreatlonal 
Home= Vehicles 
I i 
. ' .B.,,/. , . ' , . ,  ,r..., 
. . , , . , ,  - - ' . - - .  r-.',-,, 
• / ' " ! , ' ,  : , - "e  .,,J..r . . . . , , .  
,DL.,,, ,,,;,,,,,f...nee,b, , 
638-8240 
8'X12' JOEY SHACK, 
Insulated,  w i red ,  
eavestrough, hNO doors, 
windows. Asking $700. 
Phone 635.2691. 
(p10-11may) 
KNIGHT MOBILE HOME. 
Large 1 bedroom, skirted, 
with Ioey shack, furnished. 
$10,500. Phone 635.3239. 
19111 - 8V21 ft. SKYJL.ARK 
Holiday trailer with or 
without 0x24 iseY. shack 
(like new). 
17' Skylark Holiday' trailer 
comes with toilet etc. 
Phone 635.3993 after Spm. 
(p5-Tmay) 
Canadian Transl~r:t. Commission canadlenne i e  Commission des transports 
Western Oivislon Division de I'Ouest 
File No.: 2.T281.1A(108-84)(WD) 
DecketNo. 6902 WD 
TERRACE AIR LTD. 
PROPOSED TRANSFER OF SHARES. 
CHANGE OF CONTROL 
FROM 
C.J. SHARPLES, G.S. SHARPLES AND M. 
NEWBACHER 
TO FORGAN HOLDINGS LTD. AND M. 
NEWBACHER 
By Direction of the Air Transport Committee, 
pursuant to Section 22, of the Air Carrier 
Rgulatlons, CRC 1970, c. 3) as amended, notice Is 
hereby given of the proposed transfer of shares 
In Terrace Air Ltd. from C.J. Sharpies, G.S. 
Sharpies and M. Newbacher to Forger Hddlngs 
Ltd. and M. Nowbacher. 
Under LIcence No. A.T.C. 2741.T/(C) Terrace 
Air Ltd. Is authorized to operate a Class 4 
Charter commercial air service and a Class 7 
Specialty • Aerial Inspection, Reconnaissance 
and Advertising using fixed wing aircraft In a 
Group A from a base at Terrace, British 
Columbia. 
An,,/person affected by the p.r .oi~sod tran- 
saction or any association or other body 
• representing transportation undertakings at. 
fecfed thereby, may oHect on the grounds that It 
will unduly restrict compotltlon or otherwise be 
prejudicial to the public Interest. Any oblection 
shall be filed not later than May 25, 1984, with: 
The Secretary 
Western Division 
Canadian Transport Commission 
' Third Floor 
• 350 Third Avenue, North 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan 
S7K 6G7 
together with evidence that a copy has been 
served on the parties to the proposed transaction 
or their representatives. 
On. request to the commission, further par- 
ticulars of the Notice of proposal and In. 
.structlons on filing an objection In accordance 
with the Canadian Transport Commission's 
General Rules will be provided. 
Shahs Stevenson 
Air Transportation Advisor - 
CanadR 
VICTORIA "*~" ~"" °' ....... UHIVERSlTT = :OF ,, ...... ~ 
SCHOOL OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Labour Relations 
in the Public Sector 
ADMN 425. A 11/2 unit credit  course of the Diploma Program 
in Publ ic Sector Management wil l  be offered in Terrace 
during the Fall 1984 term, 
The course comprises two three.day intensive workshops 
• (September 27.29 and October 25-27, 1984) consisting of 
lec tures  and discussion sessions. Read ing  materials and 
assignments wil l  be mailed to s tudents  pr ior to the 
workshops. 
Registration fee for the course is $117, plus $60 for course 
materials.  
• For further  Information meet with Trudy 
Hadley on Monday, May 7, 1984, at the 
Northwest Community College, Room 
208, Terrace between 4.6 p.m., or 
telephone Victoria 721.8071. 
Now at affordable Rates 
~~~ One bedroom at 832500 m e .  
Two bedroom at 836000 me. 
--Attractive, spacious, extra storage room 
--Beautiful appliances, tiled showers 
--Lovely cupboards, double s.s. sinks 
- -Large balconies with screened patio doors 
- -Lotsof  parking, recreation court 
--Security, enter phones and deadbolts 
. - -Drapery co-ordinated to w- -w carpets 
--Walking distance to down town 
- -Family oriented, close to schools 
--Hospital, convenience store, parks, 
car wash, all in area 
-$U .N  move in allowance kr April 1-30 
Professionally Managed 
by trained staff who respect 
and care for our tenants 
Telephone :' 635-5968 
Property Stewards Western.Ltd. 
Page I:!, The HiraM; ,Frlday, May 4, 1.984 . 
From aroUnd the House  .... 
The Culinary Olympics, a high- 
dass international food shootout 
waged with sauces, fine herbs and 
kitchen artistry, is held every four 
years and the competing chefs 
meet this year in October in 
Frankfurt, West Germany. 
Eight teams of five chefs each 
will represent Canada, the biggest 
entry yet. There will be a national 
team, six provincial teams and a 
student squad. 
Canada entered first in 1968, 
came third in the next round in 1972 
and second in 1976. It placed third 
again in 1980 with 23 gold medals, 
six silver and two bronze. 
A federal cheque for $10,000 was 
handed out this week to help cover 
exposes and it was presented by a 
r• • • 
former good friend of 'chefs, 
griculturo M i~Is t~ •Eugene 
Whelan, the man in the Ireen 
cowboy hat now seekin8 the 
Liberal pa~.y leadership. 
Whelan's fireplug frame was 
testimony to his good relations 
with chefs until he embarked 
several years ago on a diet. 
FRIDAY- 5pm.2am 
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12 i3 FIRST 
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Con't Teleioumel Cnn~dy 
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Technology Telelournll Dreamer- 
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Hltlor'a OlJi Cnn't 
Germany 20 Arts Con'S 
Cnn't C;on't A~Jmoi 
Con'S Co~'t House 
glue Tales Knight DiiIis , Vlch)ry Ascent Hors Cnn'l 
Thunder Of the Rider con's ot See of aerie C~Yt 
Con't Bold • Con't Con°t Sea ~ Con'S CONt' 
Con't Monkey Con't con°t Power CAn't Con't Con't 
Matt FiIc0fl 'n Tha /V~dlItsrplK! The New Graad Con't " 
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Con't COO't Con't The Con't Dlfforent Cllllnlle Honeymoon 
Can't Om't Con'S Journal CONt Undentendlng L 'Amre  Hovlm 
Prostitution onl a reflection 
of a :sexist:society: report 
O'I~AWA (CP) - -  allowing other people to 
Changes to the Criminal profit from •money earned 
Code to clamp down on by prostitutes . and 
pimps and Sexual ex- dikruption of the com- 
ploitationofjuvealleamust mualty, must be fought, 
be tied to broad, social the goyernment-appointed 
reforms if the problem of council bay s in its 96-page 
prostitution is to be solved, report. 
says the Canadian "The enterprise of 
Advisory Council on the prostitution reflects a 
Status of Women. sexist society, one which 
The council, which encourages unequal, 
advises the federal impersonal, commerel- 
government on issues ulized ' eexua] relations 
affecting women, released between women and men;" 
on Thursday a wide- the reportnotes. 
ranging study recognizing "Of all those who profit 
that prostitution cannot ~ I from prostitution, the 
eradicated because many prostitute herself still 
women depend on it for bears the brunt of social 
their livelihood, stigma, legal corn- 
But its undesirable pHcations, risk of physical 
aspects, induding abuse or sexually trio- 
prostitution of children, smitted 'disoases, and 
VANCOUVER,, : B:C., CANADA 1 
q nAV :,9 MlfigT¢ 
expropHaUon of much of 
her income by others." 
ALLOW PROSTITUTION 
The study, based on 
interviews with 65 
prostitutes, former 
prostitutes,. Civil Hbertiee 
groups and others, con- 
dudes that adult women 
dnl)endest On prostltutien 
for a living should be 
al]owed to continue if they 
can do so "in a reasonably 
safe ,way, for their own 
purposes and without 
intruding upon the public." 
The report recommends 
r~noving certain related 
offences from the Criminal 
Code. Under the present 
cede, prostitution by itself 
is not an offence and the 
courts are left to interpret 
and apply other sections on 
-related offences •such as. 
soliciting ~md keeping a 
• common bawdy house. 
It suggests replacing the 
offence of solicitation with 
another prohibiting 
pressing or persistent 
soHcitation of anyone in a 
public pl.ac.e, including a 
moor vemcle or any place 
that can be seen from a 
public place. The amend- 
ment would apply equally- 
to potential customers. 
The code's definition of a 
bawdy house should also 
be changed to allow 
prosUtutes to work 
discreetly and in small 
groups for their own safety 
while strengthening 
sanctions against pimps. 
This could be done, the 
report says, by defining a 
bawdy house as a place 
used for the prostitution of 
others or by more than 
three people for the pur- 
pose of their own 
prostitution. 
PROTECT MINOR8 
There should also be, a 
new criminal offence of 
"offering to purchase or 
purchasing sexual services 
of a person under the age 
of 18 years" which 
.specifies that it would be 
no defence for the 
customer to claim he 
didn't know the prostitute 
was a minor. 
KOMO 4 CTV KING S Nlght ~ In  du 68 69 News NeWS NeWS F~,e, c.~ ~, luon '  ~u, ,  l enGI  
ABC Nawi The Three°s Llmlll ' Con'S Only ~ ~ = 
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I 597"$0  ..n 
plus 6% room tax" plus 6% room tax 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r ~ 
September 30th. 1983 tllru April 30th, 1984 
based on availability (by reservation only) 
3:::  1is 
A bo~e Includes: 
* Beautiful Guest Room 
,k S leeker  Seafood Dinner 
,k Choice of Brunch at B ibbem 
on Sunday 
or  
• Breakfast 2 Mo~nln~js at Check~ml 
Twin Beds $5.00 extra 
• , , :. / | '  




19T/GMC Pickup serial 
' No.TCL2471500127 Llcence 
No.72.60.JM which Is 
owned by Don E. Graveile 
shall be sold for debts 
owing under the 
Warehousemens Lien Act. 
The vehicle can be viewed 
"at Skeena Auto Metal and 
will be sold May 20111, 1984 
to the highest bidder. 
Dingle Dam Towing 
P.O. Box 92 
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Submissions Invited ! 
The Ministry of Human 
Resources Invites 'sub- 
missions from societies, 
companies or Individuals 
to provide residonflal and 
doy programs for mentally 
retarded Persons In the 
Terrace area. 
The Ministry seeks 
proposals for the fol!owlng 
programs: 
--a residential resource 
for three adults 
--a day programme to 
meet sPecific needs of the 
three aduHs. 
Submlss ons may be for I 
residential and.or day, 
programs. 
For further Information 
contact Air Brady, 
Ministry of Human 
Resources at Box 380, 
Hszelton, B.C. V0J 1YO, 
Phone.842-5201. • 
Submissions will be 
received at Ministry of 
Human Resources, 34.3412 
Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. 
until 4:30 p.m., May 31st, 
1984. V8G 4T2. 
The lowest or any tender 
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